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801 F539
Fishman, Solomon.
*The disinherited of art; writer and background.*
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1953.

801 F821
Foucault, Michel, 1926-1984.
*Language, counter-memory, practice : selected essays and interviews / Michel Foucault ; edited, with an introduction by Donald F. Bouchard ; translated from the French by Donald F. Bouchard and Sherry Simon.*

801 F948e
Frye, Northrop.
*The educated imagination.*
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1964].

801 G174
*On moral fiction / John Gardner.*

801 G623
*The structure of literature.*

801 G936
Preface to world literature, by Albert Guérard ..
New York, H. Holt and Company [c1940].

801 H39
Longinus and English criticism, by T.R. Henn ..

801 H862
Hubbell, Jay B. (Jay Broadus), 1885-1979.
The enjoyment of literature / by Jay B. Hubbell.

801 In4
Ingarden, Roman, 1893-1970.
The literary work of art; an investigation on the borderlines of ontology, logic, and theory of literature. With an appendix on the functions of language in the theater. Translated with an introd. by George G. Grabowicz.

801 J356
Chaucer and the consolation of philosophy of Boethius by Bernard L. Jefferson.

801 J72
How to criticize books, by Llewellyn Jones ..
New York, W.W. Norton & Co. [c1928].

801 K458
Kermode, Frank, 1919-2010.
The sense of an ending; studies in the theory of fiction [by] Frank Kermode.

801 K744
Knight, George Wilson, 1897-
The Christian renaissance, with interpretations of Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe and new discussions of Oscar Wilde and the Gospel of Thomas.
London, Methuen [1962].

801 K772
Knox, George A. (George Albert), 1918-
Critical moments: Kenneth Burke's categories and critiques.

801 L497c
Lectures in criticism / R.P. Blackmur ... [et al.]. ; edited by Elliott Coleman ; introd. by Huntington Cairns.

801 L578
Perspectives of criticism [by] Walter Jackson Bate [and others].

801 L5782
Literature, philosophy & the imagination.
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1962].

801 L962
Literature and psychology.

801 L991
Christ and Apollo, the dimensions of the literary imagination.
New York, Sheed and Ward [1960].

801 M273
Magliola, Robert R.
Phenomenology and literature : an introduction / by Robert R. Magliola.

801 M470
Meehan, Francis, 1881-
Religion and the study of literature, by Brother Leo.
New York, Schwartz, Kirwin & Fauss [c1923].

801 M536
Mercier, Louis J. A. (Louis Joseph Alexandre), b. 1880.
The challenge of humanism; an essay in comparative criticism, by Louis J.A. Mercier.

801 M911
Azarias, Brother, 1847-1893.
*An essay contributing to a philosophy of literature, by Brother Azarias of the Brothers of the Christian schools.*

801 N465
*Literature; a lecture by John Henry, cardinal Newman; ed. with notes and studies, by Gilbert J. Garraghan.*
New York, Schwartz, Kirwin & Fauss [c1912].

801 N638
Nitchie, Elizabeth, b. 1889.
*The criticism of literature, by Elizabeth Nitchie.*

801 P547
Phillips, William.
*Art and psychoanalysis.*
New York, Criterion Books [1957].

801 P947
Proust, Marcel, 1871-1922.

801 R725
Rosenheim, Edward W.
*What happens in literature; a student's guide to poetry, drama, and fiction.*

801 Sa28b
Saintsbury, George, 1845-1933.
*A history of criticism and literary taste in Europe from the earliest texts to the present day.*

801 Sch95
Schwartz, Elias, 1923-
*The forms of feeling; toward a mimetic theory of literature.*

801 Sh51
Sheran, William Henry.
A handbook of literary criticism; an analysis of literary forms in prose and verse for English students in advanced schools and colleges and for libraries and the general reader, by William Henry Sheran.
New York, Hinds, Noble & Eldredge [c1905].

801 Sm52
Smith, Barbara Herrnstein.
On the margins of discourse : the relation of literature to language / Barbara Herrnstein Smith.

801 St18
Critiques and essays in criticism, 1920-1948, representing the achievement of modern British and American critics. With a foreword by Cleanth Brooks.
New York, Ronald Press Co. [1949].

801 St18c
The critic's notebook.
Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press [1950].

801 St35
Steiner, George, 1929-
London, Faber, 1967.

801 St83
Theories of literary genre / edited by Joseph P. Strelka.

801 T735
Trilling, Lionel, 1905-1975.
The opposing self; nine essays in criticism.

801 T735L
Trilling, Lionel, 1905-1975.
The liberal imagination : essays on literature and society / Lionel Trilling.

801 T735LA
Trilling, Lionel, 1905-1975.
The liberal imagination; essays on literature and society.

801 W123
A preface to literature, by Edward Wagenknecht.

801 W458t
Wellek, René.
Theory of literature, by René Wellek and Austin Warren.
New York, Harcourt, Brace [1949].

801 W571
Wheelwright, Philip Ellis, 1901-
The burning fountain: a study in the language of symbolism / Philip Wheelwright.

801 W939

801.3 P935
Influx: essays on literary influence / edited by Ronald Primeau.

801.3 Su82
Sussman, Irving.
How to read a dirty book; or, The way of the pilgrim reader, by Irving and Cornelia Süssman. Pref. by Anne Fremantle.
Springfield, Ill., Templegate [1966].

801.9 B592
Blanchard, Marc Eli, 1942-
Description: sign, self, desire: critical theory in the wake of semiotics / Marc Eli Blanchard.

801.9 C392
English Institute.
Approaches to poetics; selected papers from the English Institute. Edited with a foreword by Seymour Chatman.
Colie, Rosalie Littell.

801.9 C760
Conference on New Criticism (1st : 1959 : Georgetown University).

801.9 D238
Danziger, Marlies K.

801.9 Em76
The structure of complex words. [New York] New Directions [1951].

801.9 H219
Hardison, O. B.
The enduring monument; a study of the idea of praise in Renaissance literary theory and practice. Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press [1962].

801.9 In4
Ingarden, Roman, 1893-1970.

801.9 L244
Lane, Robert Edwards.

801.9 L585

801.9 Or8
Orsini, Gian Napoleone Giordano, 1903-
801.9 P765
The nature of literature: its relation to science, language, and human experience.

801.9 Sa77
What is literature? Translated from the French by Bernard Frechtman.
Intro. by Wallace Fowlie.

801.9 Sco85n
Scott, Nathan A., ed.
The new Orpheus; essays toward a Christian poetic.
New York, Sheed and Ward [1964].

801.9 Sco85r
Scott, Nathan A.

801.9 Se86
Sewall, Richard Benson.
The vision of tragedy, by Richard B. Sewall.

801.9 Sp49
Spitzer, Leo, 1887-1960.
Classical and Christian ideas of world harmony; prolegomena to an interpretation of the word "Stimmung". Edited by Anna Granville Hatcher. Pref. by René Wellek.

801.9 V836
Vivas, Eliseo.
The artistic transaction, and essays on theory of literature.
[Columbus] Ohio State University Press [1963].

801.9 W458
Wellek, René.
801.9 W458d
Wellek, René.
Discriminations: further concepts of criticism.

801.9 W719
English Institute.
Explication as criticism; selected papers from the English Institute, 1941-1952. Edited with a foreword by W.K. Wimsatt, Jr.

801.92 V320
Van Kaam, Adrian L., 1920-
The demon and the dove: personality growth through literature / by Adrian van Kaam and Kathleen Healy.
[Pittsburgh]: Duquesne University Press, [1967].

801.95 Ad17
Adams, Hazard, 1926-
The interests of criticism; an introduction to literary theory.

801.95 B615
Bleich, David.
Readings and feelings: an introduction to subjective criticism / David Bleich.
Urbana, Ill. : National Council of Teachers of English, [1975].

801.95 B644
Booth, Wayne C.
Critical understanding: the powers and limits of pluralism / Wayne C. Booth.

801.95 B652
Bosker, A. (Aisso).
Literary criticism in the age of Johnson.

801.95 C850
Critics and criticism, ancient and modern, by R.S. Crane [and others. Chicago] University of Chicago Press [1952].

801.95 C850c
Critical and historical principles of literary history / R.S. Crane ; with a foreword by Sheldon Sacks.

801.95 C869
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Co. [c1924].

801.95 D140a
Critical approaches to literature.

801.95 D187
English Institute.
Literary criticism and historical understanding; selected papers from the English Institute. Edited with a foreword by Phillip Damon.

801.95 D347
Dearing, Vinton A. (Vinton Adams), 1920-
Principles and practice of textual analysis / by Vinton A. Dearing.

801.95 D393
Dembo, L. S.
Criticism; speculative and analytical essays, edited by L.S. Dembo.

801.95 D743
Doubrovsky, Serge.
The new criticism in France / Serge Doubrovsky ; translated by Derek Coltman ; with an introd. by Edward Wasiolek.

801.95 F295
Fayolle, Roger, 1928-
La critique littéraire / Roger Fayolle ; préface de Jack Kolbert.

801.95 F948
Frye, Northrop.
The well-tempered critic.
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1963].

801.95 F948s
Frye, Northrop.
The stubborn structure; essays on criticism and society.

801.95 G564
Goldberg, Gerald Jay, ed.
The modern critical spectrum, edited by Gerald Jay Goldberg [and]
Nancy Marmer Goldberg.

801.95 G586
Attitudes to criticism. With a pref. by Harry T. Moore.
Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press [1966].

801.95 G799
Grebstein, Sheldon Norman, comp.
Perspectives in contemporary criticism; a collection of recent essays by
American, English, and European literary critics.

801.95 H255
Hartman, Geoffrey H.
Criticism in the wilderness : the study of literature today / Geoffrey H.
Hartman.

801.95 H255f
Hartman, Geoffrey H.
The fate of reading and other essays / Geoffrey H. Hartman.

801.95 H255s
Hartman, Geoffrey H.
Saving the text : literature, Derrida, philosophy / Geoffrey H. Hartman.

801.95 H430
Hernadi, Paul, 1936-
Beyond genre; new directions in literary classification.

801.95 H529
Hicks, Granville, 1901-1982.
Granville Hicks in the New masses. Edited by Jack Alan Robbins.

801.95 H615
Hirsch, E. D. (Eric Donald), 1928-

801.95 H615a
Hirsch, E. D. (Eric Donald), 1928-
The aims of interpretation / E.D. Hirsch, Jr.

801.95 H653
Hobsbaum, Philip.
Theory of criticism.
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1970].

801.95 H814
Hough, Graham Goulden, 1908-
New York, Norton [c1966].

801.95 H817
The confines of criticism : the Cambridge Inaugural, 1911 / [delivered by] A.E. Housman ; the complete text with notes by John Carter.

801.95 H997a
The armed vision; a study in the methods of modern literary criticism.

801.95 J238
Jameson, Fredric.
The political unconscious : narrative as a socially symbolic act / Fredric Jameson.

801.95 J630
The critical difference : essays in the contemporary rhetoric of reading / Barbara Johnson.
801.95 K128
Kames, Henry Home, Lord, 1696-1782.
Elements of criticism.
Edinburgh, Printed for A. Millar and T. Caddel, 1769.

801.95 K893
English Institute.

801.95 K893p
Krieger, Murray, 1923-
The play and place of criticism.
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press [1967].

801.95 K893t
Krieger, Murray, 1923-
Theory of criticism : a tradition and its system / Murray Krieger.

801.95 L414
Lawall, Sarah N.
Critics of consciousness; the existential structures of literature [by] Sarah N. Lawall.

801.95 L544
Lemon, Lee T.
The partial critics [by] Lee T. Lemon.

801.95 L549a
Critical terms for literary study / edited by Frank Lentricchia and Thomas McLaughlin.

801.95 M433
The responsibilities of the critic; essays and reviews. Selected by John Rackliffe.

801.95 M625
Hamlet's castle : the study of literature as a social experience / by Gordon Mills. 

801.95 OL8
On value judgments in the arts, and other essays / Elder Olson. 

801.95 P465
The failures of criticism. 
Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University Press [1967].

801.95 R271
Reichert, John, 1935-
Making sense of literature / John Reichert. 

801.95 R278
Reiss, Edmund.
Elements of literary analysis. 
Cleveland, World Pub. Co. [1967].

801.95 R391
Practical criticism : a study of literary judgment / by I.A. Richards. 

801.95 Sh92
Shumaker, Wayne.
Elements of critical theory. 
Berkeley, University of California Press [1964, c1952].

801.95 Sm65
Smith, S. Stephenson (Samuel Stephenson), 1897-1961.
The craft of the critic, by S. Stephenson Smith .. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company [c1931].

801.95 Sp46
Spingarn, Joel Elias, 1875-1939.
Creative criticism; essays on the unity of genius and taste, by J.E. Spingarn. 
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Co. [c1925].

801.95 St34
Stein, Walter, 1924-
Criticism as dialogue.

801.95 T398
Relations of literary study; essays on interdisciplinary contributions.
Edited by James Thorpe.
New York, Modern Language Association of America [1967].

801.95 T482
The critical moment : literary criticism in the 1960s / essays from the
London Times Literary supplement.

801.95 T599
Reader-response criticism : from formalism to post-structuralism /
edited by Jane P. Tompkins.

801.95 W719
Hateful contraries, studies in literature and criticism, by W.K. Wimsatt.
With an essay on English meter written in collaboration with Monroe C.
Beardsley.
[Lexington] University of Kentucky Press [1965].

801.9508 B316
Criticism : the major texts / edited by Walter Jackson Bate.

801.9508 B623
In search of literary theory, by M.H. Abrams ... [et al.] Edited by Morton
W. Bloomfield.
Ithaca, Cornell University Press [1972].

801.9508 C767
Contemporary criticism.

801.9508 H430
What is criticism? / Edited with an introd. by Paul Hernadi.

801.9508 L563
Le Sage, Laurent, 1913-
The French new criticism; an introduction and a sampler.

801.9508 Sm61
Smith, James Harry, 1903- ed.
The great critics; an anthology of literary criticisms, compiled and edited by James Harry Smith and Edd Winfield Parks.
New York, W.W. Norton & Company, inc. [c1932].

801.9508 Sm61c
Smith, James Harry, 1903- ed.
The great critics; an anthology of literary criticism, compiled and edited by James Harry Smith and Edd Winfield Parks.
New York, Norton [1951].

801.9508 St83
Problems of literary evaluation. Edited by Joseph Strelka.

801.9508 St83a
Strelka, Joseph, 1927-
Literary criticism and sociology, edited by Joseph P. Strelka.
University Park, Pennsylvania State University Press [1973].

801.9508 St83b
The Personality of the critic. Edited by Joseph P. Strelka.
University Park, Pennsylvania State University Press [1973].

801.9508 St83c
Literary criticism and psychology / edited by Joseph P. Strelka.

801.9509 At52
English literary criticism : 17th and 18th centuries / J. W. H. Atkins.
London : Methuen, 1951.

801.9509 At52m

801.9509 D934
Durham, W. H. (Willard Higley), b. 1883, ed.
Critical essays of the eighteenth century, 1700-1725.
New York, Russell & Russell, 1961 [c1915].
801.9509 H148
Hall, Vernon, 1913-
Renaissance literary criticism; a study of its social content [by] Vernon Hall, Jr.

801.9509 H148s
Hall, Vernon, 1913-
A short history of literary criticism.

801.9509 H284i
The age of criticism; the late Renaissance in Italy.

801.9509 H284m
Marvels and commonplaces; Renaissance literary criticism.
New York, Random House [c1968].

801.9509 L549
Lentricchia, Frank.
After the new criticism / Frank Lentricchia.

801.9509 M614
Miller, George Morey.
The historical point of view in English literary criticism from 1570-1770.
New York, B. Franklin [1968].

801.9509 R448
Rigault, Hippolyte, 1821-1858.
Histoire de la querelle des anciens et des modernes.
New York, B. Franklin [1965].

801.9509 R912
Russell, D. A. (Donald Andrew), comp.

802 G172
Gardner, Emelyn Elizabeth.
A handbook of children's literature, methods and materials, by Emelyn
E. Gardner ... and Eloise Ramsey ..
Chicago, Atlanta [etc.] Scott, Foresman and Co. [c1927].

804 Ad19
Adams, Robert Martin, 1915-
Strains of discord: studies in literary openness.

804 B566
New York : Harcourt, Brace, [1955].

804 B644
Da Dante a Thomas Mann, a cura di Giulio Vallese.

804 B917
Burke, Kenneth, 1897-1993.
Counter-statement.
Los Altos, Calif., Hermes Publications [1953].

804 D14
A study of literature for readers and critics.

804 Er85
Erskine, John, 1879-1951.
The literary discipline by John Erskine.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill, c1925.

804 F247L
Literature and morality.

804 F948
Frye, Prosser Hall, 1866-1934.
Romance & tragedy, by Prosser Hall Frye.
Boston, Marshall Jones Co., 1922.

804 G168
Gardiner, Harold C. (Harold Charles), 1904- ed.
The great books: a christian appraisal; a symposium on the first [fourth] year's program of the Great Books Foundation.
New York, Devin-Adair Co. [1949-53].

804 G416
Gillis, James M. (James Martin), 1876-1957.
False prophets / by James M. Gillis.

804 H537
Highe, Gilbert, 1906-1978.
Talents and geniuses.
New York, Meridian Books [1959, c1957].

804 In3
Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Institute for Religious and Social Studies.
Spiritual problems in contemporary literature / edited by Stanley Romaine Hopper.

804 In8
The new Invitation to learning, edited by Mark Van Doren.
New York, Random House [1942].

804 In8i
New York, Random House [1941].

804 K189
The inmost leaf; a selection of essays.
New York, Noonday Press [1959].

804 K45
Epic and romance: essays on medieval literature, by W.P. Ker ..

804 K45e
Collected essays of W.P. Ker, edited with an introduction by Charles Whibley ..
804 L992
Books and authors, by Robert Lynd ..

804 Od5
Maria Cross; imaginative patterns in a group of modern Catholic writers [by] Donat O'Donnell [pseud.].

804 Or1r
Readers and writers (1917-1921) by A.R. Orage.
New York, A.A. Knopf 1922.

804 P518
Phelps, William Lyon, 1865-1943.
Essays on books, by William Lyon Phelps ..

804 Sch65
Schopenhauer, Arthur, 1788-1860.
The art of literature / a series of essays, by Arthur Schopenhauer ...
Selected and tr. with a preface by T. Bailey Saunders, M.A.

804 Sh35
Sheed, F. J. (Francis Joseph), 1897-1981.
Sidelights on the Catholic revival, by F.J. Sheed.
New York, Sheed & Ward, 1940.

804 Sh93
Shuster, George N. (George Nauman), 1894-1977.
The Catholic church and current literature, by George N. Shuster.

804 W168
Walsh, William, 1916-
The use of imagination; educational thought and the literary mind.

804 W251
Rage for order; essays in criticism.
Chicago, Univ. of Chicago Press [1948].
804 W482m
Wendell, Barrett, 1855-1921.
The mystery of education, and other academic performances, by Barrett Wendell.

804 W851
Woodberry, George Edward, 1855-1930.
The appreciation of literature.
New York, Harcourt, Brace [1922].

807 M679
Mirrielees, Lucia B. (Lucia Bush), b. 1886.
Teaching composition and literature in junior and senior high school.
New York, Harcourt, Brace [1952].

808 AL13
Albalat, Antoine, 1856-1935.
La formation du style par l'assimilation des auteurs.

808 AL13t
Albalat, Antoine, 1856-1935.
Le travail du style enseigné par les corrections manuscrites des grands écrivains ..

808 Ap48
App, Austin J. (Austin Joseph), 1902-
The way to creative writing.
Milwaukee, Bruce Pub. Co. [1954].

808 B644
Booth, Wayne C.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press [c1974].

808 B676
Bower, Warren, ed.
New directions; the student in a changing world, edited by Warren Bower.
Chicago, Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. [c1937].

808 B7912
New York, Harcourt, Brace & World [c1958].

808 B815
The world of imagery; metaphor and kindred imagery, by Stephen J. Brown, S.J. 

808 D291
Davis, C. Rexford (Charles Rexford), 1896- 
Toward correct English, by C. Rexford Davis. 

808 F631a
Flesch, Rudolf, 1911-1986. 
The art of plain talk / by Rudolf Flesch ; foreword by Lyman Bryson. 

808 F631ar
Flesch, Rudolf, 1911-1986. 
The art of readable writing. Foreword by Alan J. Gould. 
New York, Harper [1949].

808 Se21a
Conference on Style (1958 : Indiana University). 
Style in language, edited by Thomas A. Sebeok. 

808 Si58
Simpson, Claude Mitchell, ed. 
Boston, Little, Brown and company [c1939].

808 SL15
Freshman rhetoric, by John Rothwell Slater.. 
Boston, New York, [etc.] D.C. Heath & co., [c1922].

808 Sm64
Smith, Reed, 1881-1943. 
Learning to write in college / by Reed Smith. 
Boston : Little, Brown, 1940, c1939.

808 St83
Patterns of literary style. Edited by Joseph Strelka.
University Park, Pennsylvania State University Press [1971].

808 W157
Walley, Harold Reinoehl.
The anatomy of literature, by Harold R. Walley and J. Harold Wilson.
New York, Farrar & Rinehart [c1934].

808.001 V237
Valesio, Paolo, 1939-
Novantiqua : rhetorics as a contemporary theory / Paolo Valesio.

808.02 Ad19
Adams, Robert Martin, 1915-
Proteus, his lies, his truth; discussions of literary translation [by] Robert M. Adams.
New York, Norton [1972, c1973].

808.02 D878r
Dugdale, Kathleen, b. 1897.
A manual on writing research.
Bloomington, Ind., 1967.

808.02 D878t
Dugdale, Kathleen, b. 1897.
A manual of form for theses and term reports.
Bloomington, Ind., 1967.

808.02 G713
Gottesman, Ronald, comp.
Art and error: modern textual editing; essays, compiled and edited by Ronald Gottesman and Scott Bennett.
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1970].

808.02 H877
Hull, Helen R. (Helen Rose), 1888-1971, ed.
Writer's roundtable, edited by Helen Hull and Michael Drury. Presented by the Authors' Guild.
New York, Harper [1959].

808.02 L510
Library resources; how to research and write a paper [by] C. P. Lee.
Disraeli, Isaac, 1766-1848.
The literary character; or, The history of men of genius, drawn from
their own feelings and confessions. Literary miscellanies: and an inquiry
into the character of James the First, by Isaac Disraeli. Ed. by his son,
the Right Hon. B. Disraeli.
New York, W.J. Widdleton, 1871.

The Thesis and the book / edited by Eleanor Harman and Ian
Montagnes.
Toronto ; Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, c1976.

Meredith, Scott.
Writing to sell.

Schoenfeld, Clay, 1918-1996.
Effective feature writing; how to write articles that sell.

Bander, Robert G.
American English rhetoric : a two-track writing program for
intermediate and advanced students of English as a second language /
Robert G. Bander.

Women's language and style / edited by Douglas Butturff and Edmund
L. Epstein.
Akron, Ohio : Published with the assistance of the Department of English,
University of Akron, c1978.

Channing, Edward Tyrrel, 1790-1856.
Lectures read to the seniors in Harvard College. Edited by Dorothy I.
Anderson and Waldo W. Braden. Foreword by David Potter.
Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press [1968].

Crews, Frederick C.
The Random House handbook / Frederick Crews.
808.042 G289h
Genung, John Franklin, 1850-1919.
Boston, Ginn & company, 1889.

808.042 G289r
Genung, John Franklin, 1850-1919.
Boston, Ginn & Co., 1893.

808.04275 H426
Herman, Jerry, 1938- comp.
A time in their lives; writings from personal experience.
San Francisco, Canfield Press [1974].

808.04275 St93
The Little, Brown reader / edited by Marcia Stubbs, Sylvan Barnet.

808.046 C817
Correa Calderón, Evaristo.
Cómo se comenta un texto literario / E. Correa Calderón y Fernando Lázaro.

808.0471 K382
Kennedy, George Alexander, 1928-
The art of rhetoric in the Roman world, 300 B.C.-A.D. 300 / by George Kennedy.

808.066 C647
Cockshut, A. O. J.
Truth to life; the art of biography in the nineteenth century [by] A.O.J. Cockshut.

808.066 D133
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1968].
808.066 Sa99
Sayre, Robert F.
The examined self: Benjamin Franklin, Henry Adams, Henry James.

808.0663 L515
Lee, Robert, 1925-
Script models : a handbook for the media writer / Robert Lee, Robert Misiorowski.

808.06637 N711
Writers' handbook for the development of educational materials, by Barbara Nolen and Delia Goetz.

808.0666 R187
Rathbone, Robert R.
Communicating technical information; a guide to current uses and abuses in scientific and engineering writing [by] Robert R. Rathbone.

808.0669 F340
Felt, Thomas Edward.
Researching, writing, and publishing local history / by Thomas E. Felt.

808.0669 M137
McCoy, F. N. (Florence N.).
Researching and writing in history; a practical handbook for students, by F. N. McCoy.
Berkeley, University of California Press [1974].

808.06692 C836
Couser, G. Thomas.
American autobiography : the prophetic mode / G. Thomas Couser.

808.068 L585
Lewis, Claudia Louise, 1907-
Writing for young children / Claudia Lewis.

808.1 B238
Barfield, Owen, 1898-1997.
**Poetic diction, a study in meaning.**
London, Faber and Faber [1952].

808.1 B632
Bodkin, Maud.
**Archetypal patterns in poetry : psychological studies of imagination / Maud Bodkin.**

808.1 B686
Bowra, C. M. (Cecil Maurice), 1898-1971.
**Heroic poetry / by C. M. Bowra.**

808.1 B728
Bradley, A. C. (Andrew Cecil), 1851-1935.
**Oxford lectures on poetry, by A.C. Bradley.**

808.1 B937
**The poem itself; 45 modern poets in a new presentation, the French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian poems, each rendered literally in an interpretative discussion.** Associate editors: Dudley Fitts, Henri Peyre, John Frederick Nims.

808.1 C762
Connell, Francis M., 1866-1935.
**A text-book for the study of poetry, by F.M. Connell.**
Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1913.

808.1 C7622
Connolly, Francis X. (Francis Xavier), 1909-
**Poetry, its power and wisdom ; an introductory study.**
New York, Scribner [1960].

808.1 C771
The art of poetry : the poetical treatises of Horace, Vida, and Boileau / with the translations by Howes, Pitt, and Soame ; edited with introduction and notes by Albert S. Cook.
Boston : Ginn & Co., 1892.

808.1 C784
Preface to poetry [by] Charles W. Cooper ... in consultation with John Holmes ..
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company [1946].

808.1 EL46
On poetry and poets; [essays].

808.1 EL46t
The three voices of poetry / T.S. Eliot.

808.1 Em76b
Empson, William, 1906-
Seven types of ambiguity / by William Empson.

808.1 F366
Fenollosa, Ernest, 1853-1908.
The Chinese written character as a medium for poetry [by] Ernest Fenollosa. Edited by Ezra Pound.
[San Francisco] City Lights Books [1936].

808.1 F987
Fussell, Paul, 1924-2012.
Poetic meter and poetic form / Paul Fussell.

808.1 H290
Häublein, Ernst, fl. 1971-
The stanza / Ernst Häublein.

808.1 H537
Hight, Gilbert, 1906-1978.
The powers of poetry.

808.1 H736
Holmes, John, 1904-1962.
Writing poetry.
Boston, Writer, inc. [1960].

808.1 H737
Holmes, Paul C., comp.  
*Keys to understanding; receiving and sending; the poem.* [Compiled by]  
**Paul C. Holmes and Anita J. Lehman.**  

808.1 H817  
*The name and nature of poetry,* by A.E. Housman *... the Leslie Stephen lecture delivered at Cambridge 9 May 1933.*  
New York, Macmillan, 1933.

808.1 H997  
*Poetry and criticism; four revolutions in literary taste.*  

808.1 J293  
*Poetry and the age.*  
London, Faber and Faber [1955].

808.1 J293a  
*Poetry and the age.*  

808.1 K893  
Krieger, Murray, 1923-  
*A window to criticism : Shakespeare's Sonnets and modern poetics / by Murray Krieger.*  

808.1 K893n  
Krieger, Murray, 1923-  
*The new apologists for poetry.*  

808.1 K960  
Kumin, Maxine, 1925-  
*To make a prairie : essays on poets, poetry, and country living / Maxine Kumin.*  

808.1 L423  
Lawler, Justus George.  
*Celestial pantomime : poetic structures of transcendence / Justus George*
Lawler.

808.1 L585
Lewis, B. Roland (Benjamin Roland), b. 1884.
Creative poetry; a study of its organic principles, by B. Roland Lewis.

808.1 L916
Analysis of the poetic text / Yury Lotman ; edited & translated by D. Barton Johnson ; with a bibliography of Lotman's works compiled by Lazar Fleishman.

808.1 M224
MacLeish, Archibald, 1892-1982.
Poetry and opinion : the Pisan cantos of Ezra Pound : a dialog on the role of poetry / by Archibald MacLeish.

808.1 M224p
MacLeish, Archibald, 1892-1982.
Poetry and experience.

808.1 M339
The situation of poetry; four essays on the relations between poetry, mysticism, magic, and knowledge [by] Jacques and Raïssa Maritain. [Translated from the original French by Marshall Suther].
New York, Philosophical Library [c1955].

808.1 M454
Maynard, Theodore, 1890-1956.
... Preface to poetry, by Theodore Maynard ..
New York, London, Century Co. [1933].

808.1 M963
Murray, Gilbert, 1866-1957.
The classical tradition in poetry.

808.1 N465
Poetry, with reference to Aristotle's Poetics; edited with introduction and notes by Albert S. Cook.
Boston, Ginn & Co., 1891.

808.1 N868
Nowotny, Winifred.
The language poets use.

808.1 P178
Pallen, Condé Bénoist, 1858-1929.
The meaning of the Idylls of the king; an essay in interpretation, by Condé Benoist Pallen.
New York, Cincinnati [etc.] American Book Company [1904].

808.1 P298
El arco y la lira: el poema; la revelación poética; poesía e historia.
México, Fondo de Cultura Económica [1956].

808.1 P922
Prescott, Frederick Clarke, 1871-1957.
The poetic mind / Frederick Clarke Prescott.

808.1 R859
The life of poetry.

808.1 Sa14
Sackville-West, V. (Victoria), 1892-1962.
Andrew Marvell, by V. Sackville-West.
London, Faber & Faber Ltd. [1929].

808.1 Se89
The human metaphor / Elizabeth Sewell.
[Notre Dame, Ind.] : University of Notre Dame Press, [1964].

808.1 Se892
The structure of poetry.
Shairp, John Campbell, 1819-1885.
Aspects of poetry [microform] ; being lectures delivered at Oxford, by
John Campbell Shairp.

808.1 Sh22p
Shapiro, Karl Jay, 1913-2000.
A primer for poets [by] Karl Shapiro.
Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press [1965, c1953].

808.1 Sh22pr
Shapiro, Karl Jay, 1913-2000.

808.1 Si14
Sidney, Philip, 1554-1586.
Sidney's Apology for poetrie; ed., with an introduction and notes, by J.
Churton Collins ..

808.1 Si14d
Sidney, Philip, 1554-1586.
The defense of poesy, otherwise known as An apology for poetry. Ed.
with introduction and notes by Albert S. Cook.
Boston, Ginn & company, 1890.

808.1 Si14SL
Sidney, Philip, 1554-1586.
Sir Philip Sidney's defense of poesy. Edited by Lewis Soens.
Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press [1970].

808.1 Si89
Sitwell, Edith, 1887-1964.
Poetry and criticism, by Edith Sitwell.
New York, H. Holt and Co. [c1926].

808.1 Si89a
Sitwell, Edith, 1887-1964, ed.
The Atlantic book of British and American poetry.
Boston, Little, Brown [1958].

808.1 Sm52
Smith, Barbara Herrnstein.
Poetic closure: a study of how poems end / Barbara Herrnstein Smith.
808.1 Sm68
Smithberger, Andrew.
On poetry, by Andrew Smithberger and Camille McCole.
Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, Doran & company, inc. [c1931].

808.1 Sn92
Snyder, Edward Douglas, 1889-
Hypnotic poetry; a study of trance-inducing technique in certain poems and its literary significance, by Edward D. Snyder. With a foreword by James H. Leuba.

808.1 St13
Writing the Australian crawl: views on the writer's vocation / William Stafford.

808.1 St31
Stedman, Edmund Clarence, 1833-1908.
The Nature and elements of poetry / by Edmund Clarence Stedman.

808.1 T188
Tate, Allen, 1899-1979.

808.1 T188L
The language of poetry / by Philip Wheelwright ... [et al.] ; edited by Allen Tate.

808.1 Un8m
Modern American and British poetry / edited with suggestions for study by Louis Untermeyer.
New York : Harcourt, Brace, c1928.

808.1 V389
Geoffrey, of Vinsauf, fl. 1200.

Poetria nova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf / translated by Margaret F. Nims.

808.1 W139
Wakoski, Diane.

Toward a new poetry / Diane Wakoski.

808.1 W168
Walsh, Chad, 1914-1991.

Doors into poetry.

808.1 W67
Williams, Charles, 1886-1945.
Reason and beauty in the poetic mind.

808.1 W719
The verbal icon : studies in the meaning of poetry / by W.K. Wimsatt, Jr.
and two preliminary essays written in collaboration with Monroe C. Beardsley.

808.1 W719v
Versification: major language types; sixteen essays. Edited with a foreword by W.K. Wimsatt.

808.1 Z65
Zillman, Lawrence John, 1902-1990.
Writing your poem, a practical approach to verse writing.

808.107 W595
Lawrence : Massachusetts Council of Teachers of English, c1975.

808.13 L884
Lord, Albert Bates.
The singer of tales.

Playwrights on playwriting; the meaning and making of modern drama from Ibsen to Ionesco. Introd. by John Gassner. New York, Hill and Wang [1960].

Preface to drama; an introduction to dramatic literature and theater art. New York, Ronald Press Co. [1955].


Chief contemporary dramatists, second series; eighteen plays from the recent drama of England, Ireland, America, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, Russia, and Scandinavia, selected and ed. by Thomas H. Dickinson. Boston, New York [etc.] Houghton Mifflin company [c1921].

Chief contemporary dramatists, third series: twenty plays from the recent drama of the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, the Yiddish theatre, and Scandinavia, selected and edited by Thomas H. Dickinson. Boston, New York [etc.] Houghton Mifflin company [c1930].

Elam, Keir.
The semiotics of theatre and drama / Keir Elam.

808.2 EL46
Poetry and drama.

808.2 G762
Granville-Barker, Harley, 1877-1946.
On dramatic method / by Harley Granville-Barker.

808.2 G914
Gross, Roger.

808.2 K893
Krieger, Murray, 1923-
The tragic vision; variations on a theme in literary interpretation.

808.2 K947
Comedy and conscience after the Restoration.

808.2 L445
Theory and technique of playwriting, with a new introd.
New York, Hill and Wang [1960].

808.2 L962d
The drama of Chekhov, Synge, Yeats, and Pirandello.
London, Cassell [1963].

808.2 L971
Lumley, Frederick, 1927-
Trends in 20th century drama, a survey since Ibsen and Shaw.

808.2 L971a
Lumley, Frederick, 1927-
New trends in 20th century drama; a survey since Ibsen and Shaw.

808.2 M853
Moses, Montrose Jonas, 1878-1934, ed.
Dramas of modernism and their forerunners, edited, with introductions and bibliographies, by Montrose J. Moses.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Company, 1931.

808.2 M853r
Moses, Montrose Jonas, 1878-1934, ed.
Representative continental dramas, revolutionary and transitional, edited, with introductions, by Montrose J. Moses.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co., 1924.

808.2 N545
The theory of drama / by Allardyce Nicoll.
New York : Thomas Y. Crowell company, c1931.

808.2 P313
Peacock, Ronald, 1907-
The art of the drama.

808.2 P313p
Peacock, Ronald, 1907-
The poet in the theatre.
New York, Hill and Wang [1960].

808.2 R547
Robertson, John George, 1867-1933.
Lessing's dramatic theory, being an introduction to & commentary on his Hamburgische Dramaturgie, by J.G. Robertson.

808.2 Sh26
Fifty contemporary one-act plays / selected and edited by Frank Shay and Pierre Loving.

808.2 Sm51
Short plays by representative authors / edited by Alice M. Smith.

808.2 Sm64d
Smith, Robert Metcalf, 1886-1952, ed.
*Types of domestic tragedy / edited by Robert Metcalf Smith*..

808.2 Sm64h
Smith, Robert Metcalf, 1886-1952, ed.
*Types of historical drama, edited by Robert Metcalf Smith*..

808.2 Sm64p
Smith, Robert Metcalf, 1886-1952, ed.
*Types of philosophic drama, edited by Robert Metcalf Smith*..

808.2 T798mo
Tucker, S. Marion (Samuel Marion), 1876-1962, ed.
*Modern continental plays / by S. Marion Tucker.*

808.2 W591
Seven contemporary plays / selected and edited by Charles H. Whitman.
Boston : Houghton Mifflin, [1931].

808.2 W644
Wilde, Percival, 1887-1953.
*The craftsmanship of the one-act play, by Percival Wilde.*
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co., 1923.

808.22 H558
Hilliard, Robert L., 1925-
*Writing for television and radio / by Robert L. Hilliard.*

808.25 Ad13
Adam, a religious play of the twelfth century, also known as the
Repraesentatio Adae and Le Mystère d'Adam and containing three
parts: Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and the Processus prophetarum,
translated from the Norman French and Latin into English verse by
Edward Noble Stone.

808.25 P969
The tragical comedy or comical tragedy of Punch and Judy / with an
introduction by Charles Hall Grandgent ; and illustrations by George
Cruikshank.
Cambridge : Washburn & Thomas, 1925.
808.251 B791
Tragic themes in Western literature; seven essays by Bernard Knox [and others] Edited with an introd. by Cleanth Brooks.

808.252 L377
Lauter, Paul, ed.
Theories of comedy. Edited with an introd. by Paul Lauter.

808.252 M541
Meredith, George, 1828-1909.
An essay on comedy, and the uses of the comic spirit.
New York, Scribner, 1897.

808.3 B352
Beach, Joseph Warren, 1880-1957.
The twentieth century novel; studies in technique, by Joseph Warren Beach.
New York, London, Century Co. [c1932].

808.3 B791
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts [1959].

808.3 D328
Dawson, William James, 1854-1928.
The makers of English fiction.
New York, F.H. Revell Co. [c1905].

808.3 F829
Linguistics and the novel / Roger Fowler.

808.3 F914
Friedman, Norman.
Form and meaning in fiction / Norman Friedman.

808.3 G168n
Gardiner, Harold C. (Harold Charles), 1904-
Norms for the novel.
Garden City, N.Y., Hanover House, 1960.

808.3 G653
How to read a novel / by Caroline Gordon.

808.3 G752
Grabo, Carl Henry, 1881-
The art of the short story, by Carl H. Grabo.
New York, Chicago [etc.] C. Scribner's sons [c1913].

808.3 H171
Hamalian, Leo, ed.
Ten modern short novels. Edited and with commentaries by Leo Hamalian and Edmond L. Volpe.
New York, Putnam [1958].

808.3 H886
Humphrey, Robert.
Stream of consciousness in the modern novel.

808.3 H911
Hunt, Cecil, 1902-
Short stories, how to write them, by Cecil Hunt ..
London [etc.] G.G. Harrap & Co. Ltd. [1934].

808.3 J233
James, Henry, 1843-1916.
Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press [1972].

808.3 L349
Lathrop, Henry Burrowes, 1867-
The art of the novelist / by Henry Burrowes Lathrop.
New York : Dodd, Mead, 1927, c1919.

808.3 L566
Lesser, Simon O.
Fiction and the unconscious. With a pref. by Ernest Jones.
New York, Vintage [1962, c1957].

808.3 M615
Miller, James E. (James Edwin), 1920-2010, ed.
Myth and method; modern theories of fiction.

808.3 P345
Peeples, Edwin Augustus.
A professional storywriter's handbook.

808.3 Sch66
Schorer, Mark, 1908-1977, ed.
Society and self in the novel, edited with a foreword.

808.3 T569
Todorov, Tzvetan, 1939-
The poetics of prose / Tzvetan Todorov ; translated from the French by
Richard Howard ; with a new foreword by Jonathan Culler.

808.3 T576
Toliver, Harold E.
Animate illusions : explorations of narrative structure / by Harold
Toliver.
Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, c1974.

808.3 W52

808.3 W555
Wharton, Edith, 1862-1937.
The writing of fiction.

808.3 Z11
Zabel, Morton Dauwen, 1901-1964.
Craft and character; texts, method, and vocation in modern fiction.

808.31 C936
Current-Garcia, Eugene, ed.
Chicago, Scott, Foresman [1961].
808.31 H559
Hills, L. Rust.
Writing in general and the short story in particular : an informal textbook / Rust Hills.

808.31 K329
Short stories for study / chosen and appraised by Kenneth Payson Kempton.

808.31 R272
Reid, Ian, 1943-
The short story / Ian Reid.

808.32 L531
Leibowitz, Judith.
Narrative purpose in the novella / by Judith Leibowitz.

808.5 AL79p
Preface to critical reading.
New York, Holt [1956].

808.5 B162
Public discussion and debate. By A. Craig Baird.
Boston, New York [etc.] Ginn and Co. [c1937].

808.5 B162g
General speech, an introduction; by A. Craig Baird and Franklin H. Knower.

808.5 B275
Barrett, Harold.
Practical methods in speech, by Harold Barrett.
New York, Holt [1959].

808.5 B768st
Speech: its techniques and disciplines in a free society.
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts [1961].

808.5 C215q
The quick and easy way to effective speaking. A revision by Dorothy Carnegie of Public speaking and influencing men in business.
New York, Association Press [1962].

808.5 C835
Courtney, Luther Weeks, 1880-
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. [1949].

808.5 C842
Crafton, Allen, b. 1890.
Self expression through the spoken word, by Allen Crafton and Jessica Royer.
New York, Crowell, c1928.

808.5 C913
Cumnock, Robert McLean, 1840-1928, ed.
Choice readings for public and private entertainments, and for the use of schools, colleges, and public readers, with elocutionary advice; edited by Robert McLean Cumnock.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co., c1923.

808.5 C937
Curry, S. S. (Samuel Silas), 1847-1921.
Lessons in vocal expression. Course I : processes of thinking in the modulation of the voice / by S.S. Curry.
Boston : Expression Co., c1895.

808.5 C937f
Curry, S. S. (Samuel Silas), 1847-1921.
Foundations of expression : studies and problems for developing the voice, body, and mind in reading and speaking / by S.S. Curry.
Boston : The Expression Company, c1907.

808.5 C937i
Curry, S. S. (Samuel Silas), 1847-1921.
Imagination and dramatic instinct. Some practical steps for their development. By S.S. Curry ..
Boston, School of Expression [c1896].

808.5 C937p
Curry, S. S. (Samuel Silas), 1847-1921.
The province of expression; a search for principles underlying adequate methods of developing dramatic and oratoric delivery, by S.S. Curry. Boston, School of Expression, 1891.

808.5 Ew19
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts [1951].

808.5 F819a
Foster, William Trufant, 1879-1950.
Argumentation and debating.
Boston, New York [etc.] Houghton Mifflin Company [c1932].

808.5 G655
Gordon, Henry Evarts, 1855-
Vocal expression in speech; a treatise on the fundamentals of public speaking adapted to the use of colleges and universities, by Henry Evarts Gordon, A.M., with the editorial coöperation of Rollo L. Lyman.
Boston, New York [etc.] Ginn and Co. [c1911].

808.5 G792
Gray, Giles Wilkeson, b. 1889.
The bases of speech, by Giles Wilkeson Gray and Claude Merton Wise.
New York, Harper [1959].

808.5 G875a
Griffith, Francis J.
New York, Harcourt, Brace [1960].

808.5 H338
Hazeltine, Mayo Williamson, 1841-1909.
Orations from Homer to William McKinley, edited by Mayo W. Hazeltine.
New York, P.F. Collier, 1902.

808.5 K685
Kline, R. E. Pattison.
Analyses of oratorical style; studies and analyses of oratorical style and the fundamental character of composition of oratory, by R. E. Pattison Kline.
Chicago, American correspondence school of law [c1916].
808.5 On2
Classified models of speech composition : ninety-five complete speeches / compiled by James Milton O'Neill.
New York : Century Co., 1921.

808.5 P249
Parrish, Wayland Maxfield, b. 1887.
Reading aloud; a technique in the interpretation of literature, by Wayland Maxfield Parrish ... Drawings by Katherine Eleanor Parrish.
New York, T. Nelson and Sons, 1941.

808.5 Su64
How to debate, a textbook for beginners, by Harrison Boyd Summers, Forest Livings Whan and Thomas Andrew Rousse.

808.509 C172
Of eloquence; studies in ancient and mediaeval rhetoric. Edited and with an introd. by Anne King and Helen North.

808.51 AL54
Allen, R. R. (Ronald Royce), 1930-
The pragmatics of public communication / R.R. Allen, Ray E. McKerrow.

808.51 B771
Brings, Lawrence M. (Lawrence Martin), 1897-1995, ed.
The master guide for speakers; a compilation of practical material to aid speakers in responding to introductions, using repartee, telling stories, styling their speech openings, and in using effective conclusions.
Minneapolis, T.S. Denison [1956].

808.51 F914
Friedman, Edward L.
The speechmaker's complete handbook; a storehouse of colorful, point-making material and complete planning guide for public speakers.

808.51 M289
Makay, John J.
Columbus, Ohio, Merrill [1973].

808.51 M429
Matson, Floyd W., ed.
Voices of crisis; vital speeches on contemporary issues, edited by Floyd W. Matson.
New York, Odyssey Press [1967].

808.51 Sm54
Smith, Donald K.
Man speaking, a rhetoric of public speech [by] Donald K. Smith.
New York, Dodd, Mead, 1969.

808.51 St49a
Stewart, Charles J., comp.
On speech communication; an anthology of contemporary writings and messages [by] Charles J. Stewart.

808.52 F426
Fest, Thorrel B.

808.53 H997
Hyman, Ronald T.
Improving discussion leadership / Ronald T. Hyman.

808.54 B137a
Bacon, Wallace A., 1914-
The art of interpretation [by] Wallace A. Bacon.

808.54 Sa73
Sargent, Epes, 1813-1880.
The standard speaker : containing exercises in prose and poetry for declamation in schools, academies, lyceums, colleges ; newly translated or compiled from celebrated authors and popular debaters, ancient and modern. A treatise on oratory and elocution. Notes explanatory and biographical / by Epes Sargent.

808.54 V534
Veilleux, Jere Shanor.
Oral interpretation: the re-creation of literature; a text-anthology for

808.545 Ag38c
Aggertt, Otis J.
New York, Macmillan [1972].

808.6 W335
Watson, Lillian Eichler, 1902-
New York, Prentice-Hall [1948].

808.7 B454
Bergson, Henri, 1859-1941.
Laughter : an essay on the meaning of the comic / by Henri Bergson ;
authorised translation, by Cloudesley Brereton and Fred Rothwell.
New York : Macmillan, 1911.

808.7 EL58
The power of satire: magic, ritual, art.

808.7 W890
Worcester, David.
The art of satire.
New York, Russell & Russell, 1960 [c1940].

808.701 P249
Parrott, Bob W.
Ontology of humor / by Bob W. Parrott.

808.7019 L578
Levine, Jacob, 1912- comp.
Motivation in humor / edited by Jacob Levine.

808.8 An23
Los grandes libros de Occidente y otros ensayos: La Celestina,
Shakespeare, Lope de Vega, Palma, Zorrilla de San Martín, Shaw, Valle-Inclán, Proust, Azorín, Ramón Jiménez, Lynch, Güiraldes, etc.
México] Ediciones De Andrea 1957].
808.8 B232
Barbe, Waitman, 1864-1925.
Famous poems explained; helps to reading with the understanding, with biographical notes of the authors represented by Waitman Barbe ... with an introduction by Richard G. Boone ..
New York city, Hinds,Noble & Eldredge [c1909].

808.8 B442
Bens, John H., comp.

808.8 B592
Blanchard, Harold Hooper, ed.
Prose and poetry of the continental Renaissance in translation.
New York, Longmans, Green, 1949.

808.8 B659r
Botteghe oscure reader. Edited by George Garrett, with the assistance of Katherine Garrison Biddle. Introd. by George Garrett.
Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press [1974].

808.8 B729
Brady, Charles A. (Charles Andrew), 1912- ed.
A Catholic reader; ed. with introductory notes by Charles A. Brady.
Buffalo, Desmond & Stapleton, 1947.

808.8 B758
Brewer, David J. (David Josiah), 1837-1910, ed.
Crowned masterpieces of literature that have advanced civilization : as preserved and presented by the world's best essays, from the earliest period to the present time / David J. Brewer, editor ; Edward A. Allen [and] William Schuyler, associate editors.

808.8 B777
Britsch, Ralph A., comp.
Literature as art: a reader. [Compiled by] Ralph A. Britsch, Todd A. Britsch [and] Gail W. Bell.
[Provo, Utah] Brigham Young University Press [c1972].

808.8 B855
Buck, Philo Melvin, 1877-1950, ed.
An anthology of world literature.
New York, Macmillan Co., 1940.

808.8 B934
105 greatest living authors present the world's best stories, humor, drama, biography, history, essays, poetry.

808.8 C123
Cairns, Huntington, 1904-1985, ed.
The limits of art : poetry and prose chosen by ancient and modern critics / collected and edited by Huntington Cairns.

808.8 C256
Carver, George, 1888- ed.
The Catholic tradition in English literature / edited by George Carver.
Garden City, N.Y. : Doubleday, Page, 1926.

808.8 C762m
Connolly, Francis X. (Francis Xavier), 1909-
Man and his measure.
New York, Harcourt, Brace & World [1964].

808.8 C767
Contact.

808.8 C884h
Cross, Tom Peete, 1879-1951, ed.
Heath readings in the literature of Europe, selected and edited by Tom Peete Cross and Clark H. Slover.
Boston, New York [etc.] D.C. Heath and company [c1933].

808.8 D632
Voices of Dissent; a collection of articles from Dissent magazine.
New York, Grove Press [1958].

808.8 Ev27
Evergreen review.
New York, N.Y. : Grove Press, 1957-

808.8 Ev27r
New York, Grove Press [1968].
808.8 F631
Flesch, Rudolf, 1911-1986, ed.
The book of surprises : an anthology of the unusual / selected and edited by Rudolf Flesch.

808.8 F679
Flynn, Vincent J. (Vincent Joseph), 1901-1956, ed.
Prose readings, an anthology for Catholic colleges, selected and edited by the Reverend Vincent Joseph Flynn.
New York, Chicago [etc.] C. Scribner's sons [1942].

808.8 F958 Ref
Thesaurus of anecdotes / edited by Edmund Fuller ; a new classified collection of the best anecdotes from ancient times to the present day.

808.8 G187
The universal anthology; a collection of the best literature, ancient, medieval and modern, with biographical and explanatory notes, ed. by Richard Garnett ... Leon Valle'e ... [and] Alois Brandl ..
London, The Clarke company, limited; New York, Merrill & Baker; [etc., etc., 1899-1902].

808.8 H55
Hill, Caroline Miles, 1866-1951, ed.
The world's great religious poetry.

808.8 H679
Hogrefe, Pearl, ed.
Interpreting experience; narrative and descriptive types for college use, by Pearl Hogrefe and W. Paul Jones.
Boston, Ginn [1935].

808.8 H874
Hugo, Howard E., ed.
The romantic reader.
New York, Viking Press [1957].

808.8 IL5
Favorite speaker : recitations and select readings for public and private entertainments.
[Chicago, Ill.?] : Thompson & Thomas, [between 1940 and 1944?].

808.8 J712
Medieval literature in translation / edited by Charles W. Jones.

808.8 K558
Kilmer, Joyce, 1886-1918, ed.
Dreams and images; an anthology of Catholic poets, ed. by Joyce Kilmer.
New York, Boni and Liveright, 1917.

808.8 K558j
Kilmer, Joyce, 1886-1918, ed.
Joyce Kilmer's anthology of Catholic poets.
New York, Halcyon House [1940].

808.8 K635
Kirk, Rudolf, 1898-1989, ed.
Types of English poetry, edited by Rudolf Kirk and Clara Marburg Kirk.
New York, Macmillan, 1940.

808.8 L368
Laughton, Charles, 1899-1962, comp.
Tell me a story : an anthology / Charles Laughton.

808.8 L471

808.8 L821
Lodge, Henry Cabot, 1850-1924, ed.
The best of the world's classics, restricted to prose. Henry Cabot Lodge, editor-in-chief, Francis W. Halsey, associate editor; with an introduction, biographical and explanatory notes, etc. ..

808.8 M248
McShea, John J., ed.
New York, Scribner [1960].

808.8 M454
The book of modern Catholic verse / compiled by Theodore Maynard.
New York : H. Holt and Co., [c1926].

808.8 N664b
Miguel Angel Asturias, Jacinto Benavente [and] Henri Bergson.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664c
Giosuè Carducci, Grazia Deledda, José Echegaray [and] T.S. Eliot.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664f
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664g

808.8 N664i
André Gide, Karl Gjellerup [and] Paul Heyse.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664j
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664m
Halldór Laxness, Maurice Maeterlinck [and] Thomas Mann.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664n
Roger Martin Du Gard, Gabriela Mistral [and] Boris Pasternak.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

808.8 N664o
François Mauriac, Frédéric Mistral, Theodor Mommsen.

808.8 N664p
St.-John Perse, Luigi Pirandello, Henrik Pontoppidan, Salvatore Quasimodo.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

**808.8 N664s**
Giorgos Seferis, Mikhail Sholokhov, Henryk Sienkiewicz [and] Carl Spitteler.
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

**808.8 N664t**
New York, A. Gregory [1971].

**808.8 P865**
The translations of Ezra Pound / with an introduction by Hugh Kenner.
New York : New Directions, [1953?].

**808.8 P941**
The toastmaster's handbook.
New York, Prentice-Hall [1949].

**808.8 R397**
Richardson, William L. (William Lee), b. 1874, ed.
Boston, Ginn [c1936].

**808.8 R733m**
Ross, James Bruce, 1902- ed.
The portable medieval reader; edited, and with an introd., by James Bruce Ross and Mary Martin McLaughlin.

**808.8 R733r**
Ross, James Bruce, 1902- ed.
The portable Renaissance reader / edited, and with an introduction, by James Bruce Ross and Mary Martin McLaughlin.

**808.8 Sh93**
Shuster, George N. (George Nauman), 1894-1977, ed.
The world's great Catholic literature, edited by George N. Shuster ... with an introduction by William Lyon Phelps.
808.8 Sp49
The northern Renaissance, edited by Lewis W. Spitz.

808.8 St81
Strandness, T. Benson (Theodore Benson), 1915-1985, ed.

808.8 T735
Trilling, Lionel, 1905-1975, comp.
The experience of literature; a reader with commentaries.

808.8 V869
Vogue's first reader; introduction by Frank Crowninshield.

808.8 W168
Walsh, Thomas, 1875-1928, ed.
The Catholic anthology, by Thomas Walsh.

808.8 W168c
Walsh, Thomas, 1875-1928, ed.
The Catholic anthology; the world's great catholic poetry, by Thomas Walsh ..

808.8 W674
Williams, Michael, 1878-1950, ed.
New York, Liveright [c1933].

808.8 W731
Winny, James, ed.
Elizabethan prose translation.

808.801 K146
Karl, Frederick Robert, 1927- ed.
The existential imagination. Edited by Frederick R. Karl and Leo Hamalian.
Greenwich, Conn., Fawcett Publications [1963].

808.801 Sp24
New York, Crowell [1966].

808.801 W388
Paths to the present; aspects of European thought from romanticism to existentialism.

808.803 B735
Brantl, George.
The religious experience / edited with introductions by George Brantl.
New York : George Braziller, c1964.

808.803 C819
Cory, Donald Webster, ed.
Violation of taboo; incest in the great literature of the past and present [by] Donald Webster Cory & R.E.L. Masters.
New York, Julian Press [1963].

808.803 P271
Pate, Janet.
The great villains / Janet Pate.
Indianapolis : Bobbs-Merrill, c1975.

808.803 R113
Psychopathology and literature, selected and edited by Leslie Y. Rabkin.

808.803 Sh35
Sheen, Fulton J. (Fulton John), 1895-1979, comp.
That tremendous love; an anthology of inspirational quotations, poems, prayers, and philosophical comments. Edited by Fulton J. Sheen.

808.803 W433
Death in literature / Robert F. Weir, editor.

808.803 W641
Wilbur, Richard, 1921- comp.
A bestiary; illustrated by Alexander Calder.
New York, Printed at the Spiral Press for Pantheon Books [1955].

808.8033 F885
Christmas is here; a Catholic selection of stories and poems.

808.81 C821
The Penguin book of women poets / edited by Carol Cosman, Joan Keefe, Kathleen Weaver, consulting editors, Joanna Bankier, Doris Earnshaw, Deirdre Lashgari.

808.81 Eb36
War and the poet; an anthology of poetry expressing man's attitudes to war from ancient times to the present, edited by Richard Eberhart ... and Selden Rodman ..

808.81 G193
Garrigue, Jean, 1912-1972, comp.
Translations by American poets.
Athens, Ohio University Press [c1970].

808.81 H982
Huxley, Aldous, 1894-1963, Author. (FrPBN)11908111.
Texts and pretexts : an anthology with commentaries by Aldoux Huxley.

808.81 J152
Jacobs, Elizabeth C.
Collected poems for class teachers and eurythmists / Elizabeth C. Jacobs.

808.81 L951
Imitations / Robert Lowell.

808.81 P865
Pound, Ezra, 1885-1972, ed.
Confucius to Cummings, an anthology of poetry. Edited by Ezra Pound & Marcella Spann.
808.81 W462
Wells, Carolyn, -1942, ed.
A nonsense anthology.
New York, Dover Publications [c1958].

808.81 W462a
Such nonsense!: an anthology, by Carolyn Wells ..

808.813 G936
Guerber, H. A. (Hélène Adeline), d. 1929.
The book of the epic; the world's great epics told in story.
New York, Biblo and Tannen, 1966 [c1913].

808.814 W248
Warnke, Frank J., ed. and tr.
European metaphysical poetry.

808.8193 B319
Bates, Scott, comp.
Poems of war resistance from 2300 B.C. to the present.

808.82 Au34
Auerbach, Erich, 1892-1957.
Scenes from the drama of European literature; six essays.
New York, Meridian Books [1959].

808.82 B264

808.82 B446
Bentley, Eric, 1916- ed.
From the modern repertoire.
[Denver] University of Denver Press [1949-56].

808.82 B446b
Bentley, Eric, 1916- ed.
From the modern repertoire, series two.
[Denver] University of Denver Press [1952].
Bentley, Eric, 1916- ed.

**From the modern repertoire, series three.**

---

Bentley, Eric, 1916- ed.

**Let's get a divorce! and other plays.**
New York, Hill and Wang [1958].

---

Bentley, Eric, 1916- ed.

**The modern theatre. [Plays].**
Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1955-

---

Block, Haskell M., ed.

**Masters of modern drama. Edited, with introductions and notes, by Haskell M. Block and Robert G. Shedd.**
New York, Random House [1962].

---

Clark, Barrett H. (Barrett Harper), 1890-1953, ed.

**World drama; an anthology.**

---

Clayes, Stanley A., 1922- ed.

**Contemporary drama; thirteen plays, American, English, European.**
**Selected and edited by Stanley A. Clayes and David G. Spencer.**
New York, Scribner [1962].

---

**Seven plays of the modern theater. With an introd. by Harold Clurman.**
New York, Grove Press [1962].

---

**One-act plays by modern authors / edited by Helen Louise Cohen.**

---

Cohen, Helen Louise, 1882-1957, ed.

**One-act plays by modern authors.**
Cohen, Helen Louise, 1882-1957, ed.
More one-act plays by modern authors, edited by Helen Louise Cohen;
designs by art classes of Washington Irving High School.
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Co. [c1927].

808.82 C817c
Masterpieces of the modern central European theatre: five plays; edited
by Robert W. Corrigan.
New York, Collier Books [1967].

808.82 D934
British and American plays, 1830-1945, chosen and edited by Willard
Higley Durham ... and John W. Dodds ..

808.82 G217t
Gassner, John, 1903-1967, ed.
Twenty best European plays on the American stage.

808.82 G217tre
Gassner, John, 1903-1967, ed.
A treasury of the theatre.
New York, Simon and Schuster [1951].

808.82 H282
Hatcher, Harlan, 1898-1998, ed.
A modern repertory.
New York, Harcourt, Brace [1953].

808.82 H862
Hubbell, Jay B. (Jay Broadus), 1885-1979, comp.
An introduction to drama, by Jay B. Hubbell and John O. Beaty ..

808.82 In8
International modern plays.

808.82 J637
The Play and the reader / [edited by] Stanley Johnson, Judah Bierman
[and] James Hart.

808.82 K459
Classics of the modern theater : realism and after / edited by Alvin B. Kernan.
New York : Harcourt Brace Jovano
vich, c1965.

808.82 L577
Levertont, Garrett H. (Garrett Hasty), 1896-1949, ed.
Plays for the college theatre, collected and edited by Garrett H. Levertont
..

808.82 L943
Modern drama; an anthology of nine plays. Edited by Ernest Lovell and Willis Pratt.
Boston, Ginn [1963].

808.82 M432
The chief European dramatists : twenty-one plays from the drama of
Greece, Rome, Spain, France, Italy, Germany, Denmark, and Norway,
from 500 B.C. to 1879 A.D. / selected and ed., with notes, biographies,
and bibliographies, by Brander Matthews.

808.82 N420
The New theatre of Europe : fi
ve contemporary plays from the European
stage ; including A man for all seasons, by Robert Bolt, Anna Kleiber, by
Alfonso Sastre, Masks of angels, by Notis Peryalis, Pantagleize, by
Michel de Ghelderode, Corruption in the Palace of Justice, by Ugo Betti /
edited with an introduction by Robert W. Corrigan, and containing
individual essays by the playwrights.

808.82 P875
Plays for players and a guide to play production / collected, arranged,
and edited by Verne E. Powers; with an introduction by John Chapman,
and containing a special section on simplified scenery and staging by
Colby Lewis; character-illustration sketches by Jacob Landau; cover
design and introductory sketches by Rod Taenzer.
Evanston, Ill. : Row, Peterson. [1957].

808.82 T340
Theatre Guild.
The Theatre guild anthology / with an introduction by the Board of
directors of the Theatre guild.
New York : Random House, [c1936].
808.82 T366
Thomas, Russell Brown, ed.
**Plays and the theater, edited by Russell Thomas.**

808.82 T798
Tucker, S. Marion (Samuel Marion), 1876-1962, ed.
**Twenty-five modern plays.**
New York, Harper [1953].

808.82 UL1
Ulanov, Barry, ed.
**Makers of the modern theater.**

808.82 V888
Volpe, Edmond Loris, comp.
**An introduction to literature: drama, edited by Edmond L. Volpe and Marvin Magalaner.**
New York, Random House [1967].

808.82 W332
**Contemporary drama : European plays / selected by E. Bradlee Watson and Benfield Pressey.**
New York : C. Scribner's Sons, [c1931-34].

808.82 W332a
Watson, Ernest Bradlee.
**Contemporary drama; European, English and Irish, American plays, selected by E. Bradlee Watson ... and Benfield Pressey ..**
New York, Chicago [etc.] C. Scribner's Sons [c1941].

808.82 W372
Eleven plays : an introduction to drama / edited by Gerald Weales.

808.8204 D885

808.8204 Sp82
Sprinchor, Evert, ed.
**20th-century plays in synopsis.**
New York, T.Y. Crowell Co. [1966, c1965].
London ; New York : Smart and Stanley, 1903.

Smith, Robert Metcalf, 1886-1952, ed.
Types of farce-comedy, edited by Robert Metcalf Smith ... with the assistance of Howard Garrett Rhoads ..


Introduction to the short story: an anthology.
New York, Ronald Press Co. [1962].

Many-colored fleece / edited by Mariella Gable.

They are people : modern short stories of nuns, monks and priests / edited by Mariella Gable.

A world of great stories / ed. by Hiram Haydn and John Cournos [and] Board of Editors.

Men at war; the best war stories of all time. Based on a plan by William Kozlenko.
New York, Bramhall House [c1942].
808.83 K219
Keast, William R., ed.
New York, Harper [1959].

808.83 L966
Nine short novels, edited by Richard M. Ludwig and Marvin B. Perry, Jr.
Boston, Heath [1952].

808.83 M270
Magalaner, Marvin, 1920- ed.
Twelve short stories. Edited and with commentaries by Marvin Magalaner and Edmond L. Volpe.
New York, Macmillan [1961].

808.83 M430
Matlaw, Myron, 1924- ed.
Story and critic. Edited by Myron Matlaw and Leonard Lief.

808.83 M699
Mizener, Arthur, ed.
Modern short stories; the uses of imagination.
New York, Norton [c1962].

808.83 N315g
Great short stories from the world's literature.
New York, Rinehart [1950].

808.83 P277
New York : P.F. Collier & Son, c1910.

808.83 P277f
Short story classics : (foreign) / edited by William Patten.
New York : Collier, c1907.

808.83 P277s
Short story classics (American) ... / edited by William Patten ; with an
introduction and notes.
New York : P.F. Collier & Son, c1905.

808.83 P964
Pugh, Cynthia Ann, b. 1883.
A book of short stories / edited, with introduction, biographies, and
bibliographies by Cynthia Ann Pugh ...

808.83 Sa83
Satin, Joseph Henry, 1920- comp.
Reading prose fiction [by] Joseph Satin.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin [c1964].

808.83 Sch66
Schorer, Mark, 1908-1977, ed.
The story : a critical anthology / Mark Schorer.

808.83 W284
Wasserstrom, William, ed.
The modern short novel, with an introduction and notes by William
Wasserstrom.

808.831 An47
Angoff, Charles, 1902-1979, comp.
Stories from the Literary review.

808.831 B856
Buckler, William Earl, 1924- ed.
Stories from six authors, edited by William E. Buckler [and] Arnold B.
Sklare.

808.831 B934
Two bottles of relish; a book of strange and unusual stories, edited by
Whit Burnett, illustrated by Carlotta Petrina.
New York, Dial press [1943].

808.831 C819
Cory, Donald Webster.
21 variations on a theme / collected by Donald Webster Cory.
New York : Greenberg. [1953].
Current-García, Eugene, comp.  
[Glenview, Ill.] Scott, Foresman [1969].


The Best continental short stories of ... and the yearbook of the continental short story.  

Katz, Naomi, 1931- comp.  
**Fragment from a lost diary and other stories : women of Asia, Africa, and Latin America / edited by Naomi Katz and Nancy Milton.**  

MacMechan, Archibald, 1862-1933.  
**Tales of the sea. Foreword by Thomas H. Raddall.**  
Toronto, McClelland & Stewart [1947].

Mitchell, Edward Bell, 1937-, comp.  
**Continental short stories; the modern tradition. Edited by Edward Mitchell & Rainer Schulte.**  
New York, Norton [c1968].

Parker, Dorothy, 1893-1967.  
**Short story; a thematic anthology, edited by Dorothy Parker [and] Frederick B. Shroyer.**  
New York, Scribner [1965].

**Les Dix commandements (The Ten commandments) récits sur la guerre de Hitler contre la loi morale [par] Thomas Mann, Rebecca West, Franz Werfel [etc] ... Préface de Hermann Rauschning, avant-propos de Armin L. Robinson.**
Paris, A Michel [1946].

808.831 Sch28
Kielty, Bernardine, ed.
A treasury of short stories; favorites of the past hundred years from Turgenev to Thurber, from Balzac to Hemingway; with biographical sketches of the authors. Edited by Bernardine Kielty.

808.831 Sch95
Imperial messages : one hundred modern parables / edited by Howard Schwartz.

808.831 Sh26
Shaw, Harry, 1905- ed.
Reading the short story / edited by Harry Shaw ... and Douglas Bement ..

808.831 St26
Stanton, Robert, 1925- ed.
The short story and the reader.
New York, Holt [1960].

808.831 T215
Taylor, John Chesley, comp.
New York, Scribner [1969].

808.832 Sk41
Sklare, Arnold B., ed.
The art of the novella; eight short novels. Edited by Arnold B. Sklare.
New York, Macmillan [1965].

808.838
The literature of crime; stories by world-famous authors.
Boston, Little, Brown [c1950].

808.838 C626
Understanding sociology through fiction / [selected by] Myles L. Clowers, Steven H. Mori.

808.838 F888
French, Joseph Lewis, 1858-1936, ed.
Great detective stories of the world, edited by Joseph Lewis French ..

808.838 H127
The Black magic omnibus / edited by Peter Haining.

808.838 H318
Library of the world's best mystery and detective stories / edited by Julian Hawthorne.
New York : Review of Reviews Co., 1908, c1907.

808.838 H323
A treasury of great mysteries, edited by Howard Haycraft and John Beecroft.
New York, Simon and Schuster [1957].

808.838 L322
Lardner, Rex, ed.
Rex Lardner selects the best of sports fiction.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap [1966].

808.838 Sa99
Sayers, Dorothy L. (Dorothy Leigh), 1893-1957, ed.
The [1st]- omnibus of crime ... / edited by Dorothy L. Sayers.
New York : Payson and Clarke, [1929-]

808.838 Sch97
Schwed, Peter, ed.
Great stories from the world of sport, edited by Peter Schwed and Herbert Warren Wind.

808.838 St83
Rhode, John, 1884-1964.
Line-up : a collection of crime stories by famous mystery writers / edited by John Rhode ; introduction by A.A. Milne ; stories by E.C. Bentley ... [et al.].
New York : Dodd, Mead & Co., 1940.

808.839 B684
Bowman, John Stewart, 1931- comp.
808.84 B758a
Brewer, David J. (David Josiah), 1837-1910, ed.
The world's best essays. David J. Brewer, editor; Edward A. Allen &
William Schuyler, associate editors.

808.84 K189
The open form; essays for our time.
New York, Harcourt, Brace & World [1961].

808.84 Sa83
Satin, Joseph Henry, 1920-
Reading non-fiction prose / Joseph Satin.

808.85 B99
The handbook of oratory; a cyclopedia of authorities on oratory as an
art and of celebrated passages from the best orations from the earliest
period to the present time. William Vincent Byars, ed.
St. Louis, Chicago, F.P. Kaiser, 1901.

808.85 L512
Lee, Guy Carleton, 1862-1936.
The world's orators : comprising the great orations of the world's
history, with introductory essays, biographical sketches and critical
notes / Guy Carleton Lee.

808.85 M831
Morris, Charles, 1833-1922.
The world's great orators and their orations; containing the lives of the
greatest orators and their best orations from earliest times to present day
by Charles Morris.
Philadelphia, The John C. Winston company [c1917].

808.853 B645
Bormann, Ernest G.
Discussion and group methods; theory and practice [by] Ernest G.
Bormann. Under the advisory editorship of J. Jeffry Auer.

808.853 W723
Windes, Russel R. (Russel Rayl), 1930-
Howell, James, 1594?–1666.  
**Certain letters of James Howell; selected from the Familiar letters as first published between 1645 & 1655** [by Richard J. Walsh, with the assistance of Guy Holt, who also wrote the introd.].  

**This is my best humor.**  

Droke, Maxwell, b. 1896.  
**The speaker's handbook of humor; how to tell, select and create funny stories for every occasion, plus more than 1,500 of the author's favorite stories.**  

Russell, John David.  
**Satire : a critical anthology / edited, with introd., by John Russell & Ashley Brown.**  

Spence, Joseph, 1699-1768.  
**Observations, anecdotes, and characters of books and men, collected from conversation; edited by James M. Osborn.**  

**The Book of three hundred anecdotes : historical, literary, and humorous : a new selection.**  
London ; New York : Burns & Oates, [1858].

Adler, Bill, 1929- ed.  
**Presidential wit from Washington to Johnson.**  

**Arthur, King of Britain: history, chronicle, romance, & criticism, with texts in modern English, from Gildas to Malory. Edited by Richard L.**
Brengle.
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts [1964].

808.889 Sch57
Schneider, Isidor, b. 1896, ed.
The world of love. Edited with intros. by Isidor Schneider.
New York, G. Braziller [1964].

808.89 C173
Caponigri, A. Robert (Aloysius Robert), 1915- ed.
Modern Catholic thinkers, an anthology. Introd. by Martin Cyril D'Arcy.

808.899 Ar19c
The Arbuthnot anthology of children's literature / compiled by] May Hill Arbuthnot and Dorothy M. Broderick ... [et al.] ; special contributors, Sam Leaton Sebesta ... [et al.] ; illustrators Rainey Bennett ... [et al.].
Glenview, Ill. : Scott, Foresman, c1976.

808.899 M314
Manley, Seon, comp.
Magic; a treasury for young readers. Edited by Seon Manley and Gogo Lewis.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls [1967].

808.8995 H171
New writing from the Middle East / edited with an introd. and commentary by Leo Hamalian and John D. Yohannan.

809 Ab83h
High romantic argument : essays for M.H. Abrams : essays / by Geoffrey Hartman ... [et al.] ; with a reply by M.H. Abrams ; a pref. by Stephen M. Parrish ; and a bibliography by Stuart A. Ende ; edited by Lawrence Lipking.

809 Ad18
Adams, J. Donald (James Donald), 1891-1968.
Literary frontiers.
Barzun, Jacques, 1907-2012.  
The energies of art; studies of authors classic and modern.  

809 B439  
Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.  
The author's craft and other critical writings of Arnold Bennett. Edited by Samuel Hynes.  
Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press [1968].

809 B465  
English Institute.  
Critical approaches to medieval literature : selected papers from the English Institute, 1958-1959 / edited with a foreword by Dorothy Bethurum.  

809 B633  
Bogan, Louise, 1897-1970.  
Selected criticism: prose, poetry.  

809 B641b  
Bonet, Carmelo M. (Carmelo Melitón), b. 1886.  
Escuelas literarias / Carmelo M. Bonet.  

809 B692a  
Boyd, Ernest Augustus, 1887-1946.  
Studies from ten literatures / by Ernest Boyd.  

809 B811  
Mirror on mirror : translation, imitation, parody / Reuben Brower.  

809 B815  
Milwaukee, Bruce Pub. Co. [c1949].

809 B855  
Buck, Philo Melvin, 1877-1950.  
The golden thread, by Philo M. Buck, Jr.; decorations by Norman G.
Rudolph.

809 B937
Varieties of literary experience; eighteen essays in world literature.

809 C286
Catholic Renascence Society.
The Catholic renascence in a disintegrating world; tenth anniversary symposium of the Catholic Renascence Society at Manhattanville College in New York City on April 19-20, 1949. Edited by Norman Weyand.
Chicago, Loyola University Press, 1951.

809 C591
Comparative literature as academic discipline: a statement of principles, praxis, standards / Robert J. Clements.

809 C660
A history of Western literature.
Chicago, Aldine Pub. Co. [1963].

809 D423
Dennis, John, 1657-1734.
The critical works of John Dennis; edited by Edward Niles Hooker ..

809 D832
Drinkwater, John, 1882-1937.
The outline of literature.
London, Newnes [1962].

809 EL58
A piece of lettuce; personal essays on books, beliefs, American places, and growing up in a strange country.
New York, Random House [1964].

809 EL59
Ellis, Havelock, 1859-1939.
The new spirit / by Havelock Ellis.
809 F247
The league of frightened Philistines, and other papers, by James T. Farrell.
New York, The Vanguard Press [1945].

809 F274
Fausset, Hugh I'Anson, 1895-1965.
Poets and pundits; essays and addresses.
Port Washington, N.Y., Kennikat Press [1967].

809 F632
Fletcher, Angus, 1930-
Allegory, the theory of a symbolic mode.
Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University Press [1964].

809 F751
Ford, Ford Madox, 1873-1939.
The march of literature : from Confucius' day to our own / by Ford Madox Ford.

809 F948
Frye, Northrop.
Spiritus mundi : essays on literature, myth, and society / Northrop Frye.

809 G528
Glyph.

809 H166
Halsted, John Burt, 1926- ed.
Romanticism; problems of definition, explanation, and evaluation.
Edited with an introd. by John B. Halsted.
Boston, Heath [1965].

809 H188
Modern writers and other essays [by] Stuart N. Hampshire.

809 H255
Hartman, Geoffrey H.

809 H282
Hatcher, Anna Granville, 1905- ed.
Bern : Francke, [1958].

809 H367
Heller, Louis G.
Toward a structural theory of literary analysis; prolegomena to evaluative descriptivism, by L.G. Heller and James Macris.

809 H537
Highet, Gilbert, 1906-1978.
The classical tradition; Greek and Roman influences on western literature.

809 H537t
Highet, Gilbert, 1906-1978.
Talents and geniuses; the pleasures of appreciation.

809 H651
Hoare, F. R. (Frederick Russell), 1888-1951.
Eight decisive books of antiquity.

809 H839
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920.
My literary passions / W.D. Howells.

809 H839a
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920.
My literary passions ; Criticism and fiction / W.D. Howells.

809 H839c
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920.
Criticism and fiction, by W.D. Howells.
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1892.

809 H997

809 K424
The Kenyon critics; studies in modern literature from the Kenyon review, edited by John Crowe Ransom. Cleveland, World Pub. Co. [1951].

809 K765

809 K863

809 L144
Laird, Charlton Grant, 1901- ed. The world through literature. New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts [1951].

809 L146

809 L229
Land, Myrick, 1922- The fine art of literary mayhem; a lively account of famous writers and their feuds. New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston [1963].

809 L260

809 L544
Russian formalist criticism: four essays / translated and with an introduction by Lee T. Lemon and Marion J. Reis.

809 L5782
Consents of criticism.

809 L582
Lewes, George Henry, 1817-1878.
Literary criticism of George Henry Lewes. Edited by Alice R. Kaminsky.
Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press [c1964].

809 M119
Literature as Christian comedy.
West Hartford, Conn. : Saint Joseph College, c1962.

809 M127
Mac-Carthy, Desmond, Sir, 1878-1952.
Criticism.
London, New York, Putnam [1932].

809 M259
Macy, John Albert, 1877-1932.
The story of the world's literature, by John Macy. Illustrated by Onorio Ruotolo.
Garden City, N.Y., Garden City publishing co., inc. [1935].

809 M314
Hidden patterns : studies in psychoanalytic literary criticism / edited and with introduction by Leonard and Eleanor Manheim.

809 M725
The three estates in medieval and renaissance literature, by Ruth Mohl.

809 M862
Moulton, Richard G. (Richard Green), 1849-1924.
World literature and its place in general culture, by Richard G. Moulton.

809 M992
Myers, F. W. H. (Frederic William Henry), 1843-1901.
Essays classical & modern, by F.W.H. Myers.
London, Macmillan and Co., Limited [c1921].

809 N342
Nemerov, Howard.
Poetry and fiction: essays.
New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers University Press [c1963].

809 N874
The opalescent parrot; essays.

809 P284
Paull, H. M. (Harry Major), 1854-1934.
Literary ethics; a study in the growth of the literary conscience, by H.M. Paull.
London, T. Butterworth, limited [1928].

809 P863
Poulet, Georges.
The metamorphoses of the circle. Translated from the French by Carley Dawson and Elliott Coleman in collaboration with the author.
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press [1967, c1966].

809 P875

809 P899c
Praz, Mario, 1896-
La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella letteratura romantica / Mario Praz.

809 Q28
Quasimodo, Salvatore, 1901-1968.
The poet and the politician, and other essays. Translated by Thomas G. Bergin and Sergio Pacifici. With a pref. by Harry T. Moore.
Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press [1964].

809 Q342
Queneau, Raymond, 1903-1976, ed.
Histoire des littératures.
Quiller-Couch, Arthur, 1863-1944.  

809 R391  
*Complementarities : uncollected essays / I. A. Richards ; edited by John Paul Russo.*  

809 R859  
Ruitenbeek, Hendrik Marinus, 1928- ed.  
*Psychoanalysis and literature.*  

809 Sa13  
Sábato, Ernesto R.  
*El escritor y sus fantasmas [por] Ernesto Sábato.*  
Buenos Aires, Aguilar [1963].  

809 Sa21  
Said, Edward W.  
*Beginnings : intention and method / Edward W. Said.*  

809 Sa28  
Sáinz de Robles, Federico Carlos, 1898-1982.  
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*Literary essays / by Jean-Paul Sartre.*  

809 Sch26  
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**809 Sh64t**
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Madrid, Editorial Gredos [c1955].

**809 Sp49Le**
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**809 St18**
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**809 Sy79**
Sypher, Wylie.
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**809 T187**
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**The man of letters in the modern world : selected essays: 1928-1955 / Allen Tate.**

**809 T187r**
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Selected essays. Edited, and with an introd. by Stanley Edgar Hyman.
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809 W520
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809 W528
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809 W692a
Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972.
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Edmund Wilson.
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Edmund Wilson.
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809.02 B454
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The literary history of the middle ages : comprehending an account of the state of learning, from the close of the reign of Augustus, to its revival in the fifteenth century / by the Rev. Joseph Berington.
London : Bogue, 1846.

809.02 B767
Briffault, Robert, 1876-1948.
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809.02 B786
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Stuttgart J. B. Metzler 1965.

809.02 C821
Cosman, Madeleine Pelner.
The education of the hero in Arthurian romance.
Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press [1966].

809.02 C839
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Popular romances of the middle ages, by Sir George W. Cox and Eustace Hinton Jones.

809.02 C947
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European literature and the Latin Middle Ages; translated from the German by Willard R. Trask.

809.02 C947a
Curtius, Ernst Robert, 1886-1956.
La littérature européenne et le Moyen age latin. Traduit de l'allemand par Jean Bréjoux.

809.02 D560
Runic and heroic poems of the old Teutonic peoples / edited by Bruce Dickins.

**809.02 F754**
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New York, Boston, H.M. Caldwell co. [c1904].
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Jackson, W. T. H. (William Thomas Hobdell), 1915-
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809.03 B756
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Contemporaries. [Essays.
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809.03 P939
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Krailsheimer, A. J.
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Tuve, Rosemond, 1903-1964.
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809.034 B439
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809.034 H334
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New York, Simon and Schuster [1970].
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809.04 M452
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New York, Crowell [1971].
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New York, L. MacVeagh, the Dial press; Toronto, Longmans, Green & company, 1929.
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809.13 R765
Routh, H. V. (Harold Victor), 1878-1951.
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809.13 Y90
Yu, Anthony C., 1938- comp.
Parnassus revisited: modern critical essays on the epic tradition, edited and with an introd. by Anthony C. Yu.

809.14 D836
Dronke, Peter.
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809.142 F958
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Abrams, M. H. (Meyer Howard), 1912- ed.
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809.193 B686
Bowra, C. M. (Cecil Maurice), 1898-1971.
Poetry & politics, 1900-1960, by C.M. Bowra.

809.193 Sch36
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On imitation, and other essays. Translated with an introd. by Edward
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Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill [1965].

809.1931 Sa59
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Interpretations of poetry and religion / by George Santayana.
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809.2 Ab35
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Metatheatre; a new view of dramatic form.
New York, Hill and Wang [1963].

809.2 An24
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Beckerman, Bernard.
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New York, H. Holt and Company [c1927].
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Bentley, Eric, 1916-
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New York City : Reynal & Hitchcock, 1946.
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809.2 B838
Brustein, Robert Sanford, 1927-
The theatre of revolt; an approach to the modern drama [by] Robert Brustein.
Boston, Little, Brown [1964].
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Cincinnati, Stewart & Kidd Company, 1918.
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Dawson, S. W.
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The moral impulse; modern drama from Ibsen to the present. With a pref. by Harry T. More.
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Gassner, John, 1903-1967, ed.
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The use of the drama, by Harley Granville-Barker.
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Kerr, Walter, 1913-1996.
**Tragedy and comedy.**
New York, Simon and Schuster [1967].
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**Form and meaning in drama; a study of six Greek plays and of Hamlet.**
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"Modernism" in modern drama, a definition and an estimate.
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**Tragedy: plays, theory, and criticism.**
New York, Harcourt, Brace [1960].
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Lowenthal, Leo.
**Literature and the image of man : sociological studies of the European drama and novel, 1600-1900 / by Leo Lowenthal.**
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**Tragedy and the theory of drama / Elder Olson.**
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Rahill, Frank.
**The world of melodrama.**
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New York, Funk & Wagnalls [1960].
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**Guide to great plays.**
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Boston, Expression Company, 1930-
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Hardison, O. B.
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809.204 B456
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Wellwarth, George E., 1932-
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Elements of tragedy.
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Michel, Laurence.
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809.251 Sp31
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809.252 Sch33
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New York, Harcourt, Brace & World [1964].
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Three philosophical novelists: James Joyce, André Gide, Thomas Mann.
New York, Macmillan [c1964].
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[Baton Rouge] Louisiana State University Press [c1963].

809.3 H365
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809.3 L961a
Lubbock, Percy. 1879-
The craft of fiction.
New York, Viking Press [1957].

809.3 L968
Lukács, György, 1885-1971.
The theory of the novel; a historico-philosophical essay on the forms of
great epic literature. Translated from the German by Anna Bostock.
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**Poderío de la novela.**
Buenos Aires, Aguilar [1965].
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Paine, J. H. E.
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Fiction in several languages, edited and with an introd. by Henri Peyre.
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Reeve, Clara, 1729-1807.
The progress of romance and the history of Charoba, queen of Aegypt, reproduced from the Colchester edition of 1785, with a bibliographical note by Esther M. McGill.
New York, Facsimile text Society, 1930.
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Richter, David H., 1945-
Fable's end: completeness and closure in rhetorical fiction / David H. Richter.

809.3 R544
Roberts, Thomas J. (Thomas John).
Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press [1972].

809.3 R824
Rubin, Louis Decimus, 1923-
The teller in the tale, by Louis D. Rubin, Jr.
Seattle, University of Washington Press [1967].

809.3 Sa75
Sarraute, Nathalie.
L'ère du soupçon; essais sur le roman.
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809.3 Sa75a
Sarraute, Nathalie.
The age of suspicion; essays on the novel. Translated by Maria Jolas.

809.3 Sch64
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809.3 Sco85
Scott, Nathan A.
Craters of the spirit; studies in the modern novel, by Nathan A. Scott, Jr.
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809.3 Sp45
Towards a poetics of fiction : essays from Novel, a forum on fiction,

809.3 St26
Stanzel, F. K. (Franz Karl), 1923-
Narrative situations in the novel; Tom Jones, Moby-Dick, The
ambassadors, Ulysses [by] Franz Stanzel. Translated by James P.
Pusack.
Bloomington, Indiana University Press [1971].

809.3 W511
Images of truth; remembrances and criticism.

809.3 W511a
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809.3 W632
Wicker, Brian, 1929-
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theme / by Brian Wicker.

809.3 W883
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Granite and rainbow : essays / by Virginia Woolf.
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Cooke, Michael G., comp.
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809.31 M451
Short story theories / edited by Charles E. May.

809.33 G441
Girard, René, 1923-
Deceit, desire, and the novel; self and other in literary structure. Translated by Yvonne Freccero.
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press [1965].

809.33 K489
Kestner, Joseph A.
The spatiality of the novel / by Joseph A. Kestner.

809.33 K757
Knopp, Josephine Zadovsky, 1941-
The trial of Judaism in contemporary Jewish writing.
Urbana, University of Illinois Press [1974, c1975].

809.36 D732
Dorfman, Ariel.
How to read Donald Duck : imperialist ideology in the Disney comic /
Ariel Dorfman, Armand Mattelart ; translation and introduction by David Kunzle.

809.36 F323
Feiffer, Jules, ed.
The great comic book heroes.

809.38 R733
Ross, Stephen David.

809.381 L968
Lukács, György, 1885-1971.

809.383 Ax78
Axthelm, Pete.
The modern confessional novel, by Peter M. Axthelm.

809.3872 P271
Pate, Janet.
The book of sleuths / Janet Pate.

809.3874 C317
Cawelti, John G.
The six-gun mystique, by John G. Cawelti.
Bowling Green, Ohio, Bowling Green University Popular Press [1971?].

809.3876 R720AL
Rose, Mark, 1939-
Alien encounters : anatomy of science fiction / Mark Rose.

809.3876 Si39
Silverberg, Robert, comp.
The mirror of infinity : a critics' anthology of science fiction.
Meyer, Herman, 1911-
*The poetics of quotation in the European novel.* Translated by Theodore and Yetta Ziolkowski.

Feinberg, Leonard, 1914-
*The satirist: his temperament, motivation, and influence.*
Ames, Iowa State University Press [1963].

Fry, William F.
*Sweet madness: a study of humor.*

Hannay, James, 1827-1873.
*Satire and satirists: six lectures* / by James Hannay.

Highet, Gilbert, 1906-1978.
*The anatomy of satire.*

Hodgart, Matthew John Caldwell.
*Satire* [by] Matthew Hodgart.

Kernan, Alvin B.
*The plot of satire* [by] Alvin B. Kernan.

Pollard, Arthur.
*Satire.*

Yunck, John A.
*The lineage of Lady Meed: the development of mediaeval venality satire* / by John A. Yunck.
809.8 F813
Foster, Joseph R., 1921-
Contemporary Christian writers.

809.82 M585
The Wisdom of many : essays on the proverb / edited by Wolfgang
Mieder, Alan Dundes.

809.8896 J193
Jahn, Janheinz.
Neo-African literature : a history of black writing / Jan Janheinz;
translated from the German by Oliver Coburn and Ursula Lehrburger.

809.894 Si56
Historical view of the literature of the south of Europe / by J.C.L.
Simoande de Sismondi ... Tr. from the original with notes, and a life of the
author, by Thomas Roscoe.

809.896 W359
Wauthier, Claude, 1923-
The literature and thought of modern Africa / Claude Wauthier ;
[English translation by Shirley Kay ; postface translated by Clive Wake].

809.8971 W692
Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972.
O Canada: an American's notes on Canadian culture.
New York, Noonday Press [1966].

809.9 M119
Versions of the sweet new style : Dante, Rosseau [sic] and modernism.

809.9 T212
The literary riddle before 1600 / Archer Taylor.

809.91 B388
Becker, George Joseph, ed.
Documents of modern literary realism.

809.91 F981
Furness, R. S.
Expressionism / R.S. Furness.

809.91 H862
Dostoevsky, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and Kafka; four prophets of our destiny / William Hubben.
New York, Collier Books [1962, c1952].

809.91 K459
Existential thought and fictional technique: Kierkegaard, Sartre, Beckett, by Edith Kern.

809.91 M338
Marinelli, Peter V.
Pastoral [by] Peter V. Marinelli.

809.91 M459
Mazzeo, Joseph Anthony, 1923-
Renaissance and seventeenth-century studies.

809.91 R220
Read, Herbert, 1893-1968.
Reason and romanticism, essays in literary criticism.

809.91 St83
Anagogic qualities of literature. Edited by Joseph P. Strelka.

809.91 V656
Vianu, Tudor, 1897-

809.914 B113
Babbitt, Irving, 1865-1933.  
**Rousseau and romanticism / by Irving Babbitt.**  

809.914 B113a  
Babbitt, Irving, 1865-1933.  
**Rousseau and romanticism, by Irving Babbitt ..**  

809.914 L962  
**The decline and fall of the romantic ideal / by F.L. Lucas.**  

809.914 P337  
Peckham, Morse.  
**The triumph of Romanticism; collected essays.**  
Columbia, University of South Carolina Press [1970].

809.914 P337c  
Peckham, Morse, ed.  
**Romanticism; the culture of the nineteenth century.**  
New York, G. Braziller [1965].

809.93 D394  
Demetz, Peter, 1922-  
**Marx, Engels, and the poets; origins of Marxist literary criticism. Rev. and enl. by the author and translated by Jeffrey L. Sammons.**  
Chicago, University of Chicago Press [1967].

809.93 L873  
**The development of Arthurian romance.**  

809.93358 An63  
Anker, Elizabeth S. (Elizabeth Susan), 1973-  
**Fictions of dignity : embodying human rights in world literature / Elizabeth S. Anker.**  

809.9336 Au23  
**The enchafed flood.**  
Hickey, Richard P.
Catholic influence on Longfellow, by R.P. Hickey ..
Kirkwood, Mo., Maryhurst normal Press [c1928].

Phelps, William Lyon, 1865-1943.
Howells, James, Bryant, and other essays / by William Lyon Phelps.
New York : Macmillan, 1924.

The American literary anthology.
New York : Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1968-

The Chief American prose writers : selected prose / by Franklin ... [et al.] ; edited by Norman Foerster.


Pace, Roy Bennett, d. 1918.
Readings in American literature / chosen and edited by Roy Bennett Pace.
Boston : Allyn and Bacon, c1915.

Selections from American literature / by Leonidas Warren Payne, Jr. ..

Wann, Louis, b. 1885, ed.
The rise of realism; American literature from 1860 to 1888. Edited by Louis Wann.
New York, Macmillan, 1933.

Wasserman, Barbara Alson.
The bold new women.
Greenwich, Conn., Fawcett [c1970].
Saturday review reader.
New York, Bantam Books.

The writer in America.

Dickinson, Thomas Herbert, 1877-
The making of American literature : being a near view of the procession of American writings and writing men from the earliest settlements up to our own times : with some consideration of the way men and women lived, their vocations, opinions, and amusements / by Thomas H. Dickinson.

Hazard, Lucy Lockwood, b. 1890.
The frontier in American literature.

The theory of American literature. Reissued, with a new concluding chapter and rev. bibliography.
Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University Press [1965].

On native grounds : an interpretation of modern American prose literature / by Alfred Kazin.

Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert), 1885-1930.
Studies in classic American literature.
London, Heinemann [1964].

Mays, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Elijah), 1894-1984.
The Negro's God as reflected in his literature. With a new preface by Vincent Harding.
Overton, Grant M. (Grant Martin), 1887-1930. 
*American nights entertainment, by Grant Overton.*
New York, D. Appleton & Co. [etc.] 1923.

Whicher, George Frisbie, 1889-1954, ed. 
*The transcendentalist revolt against materialism / edited with an introduction by George F. Whicher.*
Boston : Heath, c1949.

Bank, Stanley, comp. 
*American romanticism; a shape for fiction. Selected, edited, and with introductions by Stanley Bank.*
New York, Capricorn Books [c1969].

Douglas, Ann, 1942-
*The feminization of American culture / Ann Douglas.*

Lewis, R. W. B. (Richard Warrington Baldwin). 
*The American Adam; innocence, tragedy, and tradition in the nineteenth century.*

*Eight American authors; a review of research and criticism, by Jay B. Hubbell ... [et al.] Bibliographical suppl. by J. Chesley Mathews.*
New York, Norton [1963].

Brown, John Lackey, 1914- 
*Panorama de la literatura norteamericana contemporánea / Jhon Brown ; tr. Eduardo Caballero Calderón.*

*Exile's return; a literary odyssey of the 1920s.*
Harris, MacDonald, 1921-1993.
Recent American literature.
Great Neck, N.Y., Barron's Educational Series, inc. [1958].

810.904 W692d
Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972.
Classics and commercials, a literary chronicle of the forties.

810.904 W692t
Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972.
The shores of light : a literary chronicle of the twenties and thirties / by Edmund Wilson.

811.409 B275
Barrett, Faith, 1965-
To fight aloud is very brave : American poetry and the Civil War / Faith Barrett.

811.54 W670ww
Williams, C. K. (Charles Kenneth), 1936-
Writers writing dying / C. K. Williams.

811.54 W679
Willis, Elizabeth.
Address / Elizabeth Willis.

811.6 D561
Dickman, Matthew.
Mayakovsky's revolver / Matthew Dickman.

811.6 L511
Lee, Dennis, 1939-
Testament / Dennis Lee.

812.509 Ad592
Adler, Stella.
Stella Adler on America's master playwrights : Eugene O'Neill, Thornton Wilder, Clifford Odets, William Saroyan, Tennessee Williams, William Inge, Arthur Miller, Edward Albee / edited and with
commentary by Barry Paris.

812.54 P238L
Larson, Jennifer, 1977-
Understanding Suzan-Lori Parks / Jennifer Larson.

813.09 F381
Ferguson, Robert A., 1942-
Alone in America : the stories that matter / Robert A. Ferguson.

813.09 P249
The Cambridge companion to American novelists / edited by Timothy Parrish, Florida State University.

813.54 AL27b
Alexie, Sherman, 1966-, author.
Blasphemy : [new and selected stories] / Sherman Alexie.

813.54 B3803i
Beard, Jo Ann.
In Zanesville : a novel / Jo Ann Beard.

813.54 D550d
Dick, Philip K.
Do androids dream of electric sheep? / Philip K. Dick.

813.54 H198SL
Hansen, Ron, 1947-
She loves me not : new and selected stories / Ron Hansen.

813.54 K459j
Johnson, Joyce, 1935-
The voice is all : the lonely victory of Jack Kerouac / Joyce Johnson.

813.54 K617f
Kingsolver, Barbara.
**813.54 L527we**
Le Guin, Ursula K., 1929-
*A wizard of Earthsea / Ursula K. Le Guin.*

**813.54 M281e**
Mailer, Norman.
*The executioner's song / Norman Mailer.*

**813.54 M3663b**
Martínez, Demetria, 1960-
*The block captain's daughter / Demetria Martinez.*

**813.54 M5815**
*Sylvia : [a novel] / Leonard Michaels ; introduction by Diane Johnson.*

**813.54 Oa8dLI**
Oates, Joyce Carol, 1938-
*Daddy Love / Joyce Carol Oates.*

**813.54 Ob6s**
*Conversations with Tim O'Brien / edited by Patrick A. Smith.*

**813.54 R921e**
Russo, Richard, 1949-
*Elsewhere / Richard Russo.*

**813.54 Sp18**
Spalding, Linda.
*The purchase / Linda Spalding.*
Toronto : McClelland & Stewart, c2012.

**813.54 W8322b**
Wolfe, Tom, author.
*Back to blood : a novel / Tom Wolfe.*

**813.6 M575e**
Erzen, Tanya.
Fanpire: the Twilight saga and the women who love it / Tanya Erzen.

813.6 T773
Truong, Monique T. D.
The book of salt / Monique Truong.

818.54 W155b
Wallace, David Foster.
Both flesh and not: essays / David Foster Wallace.

818.6 F876
Freels, Kevin G. J.
Conversations with ...: sideways journeys with my children / by Kevin G. J. Freels.

822.33 H711
Holderness, Graham.
Nine lives of William Shakespeare / Graham Holderness.

823.79 Sh44f
Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851.
The annotated Frankenstein / Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley ; edited by Susan J. Wolfson and Ronald L. Levao.

823.914 B912a
A clockwork orange: the restored edition / Anthony Burgess ; edited with an Introduction and notes by Andrew Biswell.

823.914 T573
Tóibín, Colm, 1955-
The testament of Mary / Colm Tóibín.

831.09 R955
Ryan, Judith, 1943-
The Cambridge introduction to German poetry / Judith Ryan.


City of suppliants: tragedy and the Athenian empire / by Angeliki Tzanetou.

882.09 W934
Wright, Matthew (Matthew Ephraim).
The comedian as critic: Greek old comedy and poetics / Matthew Wright.

882.2 G568
Goldhill, Simon.
Sophocles and the language of tragedy / Simon Goldhill.

882.2 Or5
A companion to Sophocles / edited by Kirk Ormand.

888.4 RSp
Plato.
The republic of Plato. In ten books. Translated from the Greek by H. Spens, D.D. With a preliminary discourse concerning the philosophy of the ancients by the translator.
Glasgow: Printed by Robert and Andrew Foulis Printers To The University, M. DCC. LXIII. [1763].

889.1 R513d
Diaries of exile / Yannis Ritsos; translated from the Greek by Karen Emmerich and Edmund Keeley.

901 Sch32
Schiffman, Zachary Sayre.
The birth of the past / Zachary Sayre Schiffman; foreword by Anthony Grafton.

909 M178
MacGregor, Neil, 1946-.
A history of the world in 100 objects / Neil MacGregor.

913.38 B519
Bintliff, J. L. (John L.).
The complete archaeology of Greece: from hunter-gatherers to the 20th
century AD / John Bintliff.  

917.303 G281  
Gelernter, David Hillel.  
America-lite : how imperial academia dismantled our culture (and ushered in the Obamacrats) / David Gelernter.  

917.303 N289  
Needleman, Jacob.  
The American soul : rediscovering the wisdom of the founders / Jacob Needleman.  

919.618 H914  
Hunt, Terry L.  
The statues that walked : unraveling the mystery of Easter Island / Terry Hunt and Carl Lipo.  
Berkeley, Calif. : Counter Point Press, c2012.

938 Ox2ca  
The Oxford classical dictionary.  

939.4  

939.6 H742  
Holt, Frank Lee.  
Lost world of the golden king : in search of ancient Afghanistan / Frank L. Holt.  

940.5373 K945  

940.54 H218  
Hardesty, Von, 1939-.  
940.5426 T577
Toll, Ian W.
Pacific crucible : war at sea in the Pacific, 1941-1942 / Ian W. Toll.
New York : W.W. Norton, c2012.

940.5472 H328
The Oxford handbook of Holocaust studies / edited by Peter Hayes and John K. Roth.

940.5472 M311
Colors of confinement : rare Kodachrome photographs of Japanese American incarceration in World War II / edited by Eric L. Muller ; with photographs by Bill Manbo.

943.0822
Wetzel, David.

943.086 H675b
Behind Valkyrie : German resistance to Hitler : documents / edited by Peter Hoffmann.

947.0842 M459
Stalinist terror in Eastern Europe : elite purges and mass repression / edited by Kevin McDermott and Matthew Stibbe.

947.086 R720
Rose, Richard, 1933-
Popular support for an undemocratic regime : the changing views of Russians / Richard Rose, William Mishler and Neil Munro.

951.042 M247
Macri, Franco David.
Clash of empires in South China : the Allied nations' proxy war with Japan, 1935-1941 / Franco David Macri.
955 D259
The Oxford handbook of Iranian history / edited by Touraj Daryaee. 

959 R424
A new history of Southeast Asia / M.C. Ricklefs ... [et al.] ; edited by 
M.C. Ricklefs. 
Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York : Palgrave Macmillan, 
2010.

959.7043
Nguyễn, Công Luân, 1937-
Nationalist in the Viet Nam wars [electronic resource] : memoirs of a 
victim turned soldier / Nguyễn, Công Luân. 

962.4 Y85
Young, John. 
The fate of Sudan : the origins and consequences of a flawed peace 
process / John Young. 
London ; New York : Zed Books ; New York : Distributed in the USA 

968.9105 Sa14
Sachikonye, L. M. 
Zimbabwe's lost decade : politics, development & society / Lloyd 
Sachikonye. 

970.1 C239
American Indians and the mass media / edited by Meta G. Carstarphen 
and John P. Sanchez. 

970.3 M451me
Meyers, Allan Dale. 
Outside the hacienda walls : the archaeology of plantation peonage in 
nineteenth-century Yucatán / Allan Meyers. 

970.42 C264be
Casas, Bartolomé de las, 1484-1566. 
The devastation of the Indies : a brief account / Bartolomé de las Casas ; 
translated from the Spanish by Herma Briffault ; introduction by Bill M. 
Donovan.

970.494 J726c
Society for American Archaeology. Meeting (76th : 2011 : Sacramento, Calif.).
*Contemporary issues in California archaeology / Terry L. Jones, Jennifer E. Perry, Editors.*
Walnut Creek, California : Left Coast Press, Inc., [2012].

972.8505 K627
Kinzer, Stephen.
*Blood of brothers : life and war in Nicaragua / Stephen Kinzer.*

972.9 P184

972.91 C459
Choy, Armando, 1934-
*Our history is still being written : the story of three Chinese-Cuban generals in the Cuban Revolution / Armando Choy, Gustavo Chui, Moisés Sío Wong ; [edited by Mary-Alice Waters].*

972.91 P415ca
Pérez, Louis A., 1943-
*Cuba : between reform and revolution / Louis A. Pérez, Jr.*

973.099

973.2092 W675b
Barry, John M., 1947-
*Roger Williams and the creation of the American soul : church, state, and the birth of liberty / John M. Barry.*

973.3 P544
Phillips, Kevin, 1940-
1775: a good year for revolution / Kevin Phillips.

973.52 H526
Hickey, Donald R., 1944-
The rockets' red glare: an illustrated history of the War of 1812 /
Donald R. Hickey and Connie D. Clark.

973.7 W783
Witt, John Fabian.
Lincoln's code: the laws of war in American history / John Fabian Witt.

973.7092 Se88s
Stahr, Walter.
Seward: Lincoln's indispensable man / Walter Stahr.

973.7092 T363w
Wills, Brian Steel, 1959-
George Henry Thomas: as true as steel / Brian Steel Wills.

973.714 Oa4
Oakes, James.
New York: W.W. Norton, c2013.

973.7415 W672
Williams, George Washington, 1849-1891.
A history of the Negro troops in the War of the Rebellion, 1861-1865: preceded by a review of the military services of Negroes in ancient and modern times / George Washington Williams; with a new introduction by John David Smith.

973.91
Ipswich, Mass.: Salem Press, c2012.

973.911 M831
Morris, Edmund.
Colonel Roosevelt / Edmund Morris.
973.924 W147
Waldron, Lamar, 1954-
Watergate : the hidden history : Nixon, the Mafia, and the CIA / Lamar Waldron.

974.71 B452
Berenson, Edward, 1949-
The Statue of Liberty : a transatlantic story / Edward Berenson.

978 C889
The settlement of America : encyclopedia of westward expansion from Jamestown to the closing of the frontier / James A. Crutchfield, Candy Moulton, Terry A. Del Bene, editors.

979 L575
Levario, Miguel Antonio, 1977-
Militarizing the border : when Mexicans became the enemy / Miguel Antonio Levario.

979.40922 H241
Harris, Gloria G.
Women trailblazers of California : pioneers to the present / Gloria Harris and Hannah Cohen.

987.0642 P774

Lasallian HA4
They will call themselves Brothers / Brothers of the Christian Schools, General Council.

BQ 1113 V7 E5 2012
Athenasius, Saint, Patriarch of Alexandria, d. 373.
The life of Antony of Egypt / Athanasius ; a paraphrase by Albert Haase ; foreword by Shane Claiborne.
BQ 1614 E5 2012
Maximus, Confessor, Saint, approximately 580-662.
The life of the Virgin / Maximus the Confessor ; translated with an introduction and notes by Stephen J. Shoemaker.

BQ 3575 Sw35
Sweeney, Eileen C. (Eileen Carroll).
Anselm of Canterbury and the desire for the Word / Eileen C. Sweeney.

BQ 3967 S3 E5 2011
Isaac, Bishop of Nineveh, 7th cent.
The ascetical homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian / translated from the Greek and Syriac by the Holy Transfiguration Monastery.

BQ 5737 V3 E5 2012
A companion to Augustine / edited by Mark Vessey ; with the assistance of Shelley Reid.

BQ 6859 M5 1995
Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 1225?-1274.
Commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics / St. Thomas Aquinas ; translation and introduction by John P. Rowan ; preface by Ralph McInerny.

BQ 6859 P6 1999
Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 1225?-1274.

BQ 6861 Q533 K3 1984
Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 1225?-1274.
On charity (De caritate) / translated from the Latin, with an introduction by Lottie H. Kendzierski.

BQ 6865 D8 1995
Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 1225?-1274.
The ways of God / St. Thomas Aquinas.
**DVD BB1298**
M [videorecording] / Nero-Film Zeigt ; ein Fritz Lang Film ; Janus Films ; screenplay, Fritz Lang, Thea von Habou ; producer, Seymour Nebenzal.

**DVD BB1299**
Abel Gance's Napoleon [videorecording].

**DVD BB1300**

**DVD BB1301**
Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse [videorecording] / ein Fritz Lang Film ; der Nero ; [director, Fritz Lang ; producer, Seymour Nebenzal ; screenplay, Fritz Lang, Thea von Harbou].

**DVD BB1302**
La roue [videorecording] = The wheel / a Flicker Alley digital edition from the Blackhawk Films collection ; scénario d'Abel Gance animé par l'auteur ; restoration produced by Eric Lange, David Shepard.
[Hat Creek, CA] : Film Preservation Associates ; Los Angeles, CA : Distributed by Flicker Alley, c2008.

**DVD BB1303**
Dr. Mabuse, der Spieler [videorecording] = Dr. Mabuse, the gambler / the Fredrich Wilhelm Murnau Foundation and Transit Films present an Uco-Film Decla-Bioscop production ; screenplay by Thea von Harbou ; directed by Fritz Lang.

**DVD BB1304**
Casino Royale [videorecording] / Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; Columbia ; Albert W. Broccoli's Eon Productons presents ; screenplay by Neal Purvis, Robert Wade and Paul Maggis ; produced by Michael G. Wilson and Barbara Broccoli ; directed by Martin Campbell.
[Culver City, Calif.] : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, [2007?].

**DVD BB1305**
The sessions [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight Pictures presents, in association with Such Much Films and Rhino Films, a film by Ben Lewin

**DVD BB1306**
*Life of Pi [videorecording] / Fox 2000 Pictures presents ; in association with Dune Entertainment and Ingenious Media ; a Haishang Films/Gil Netter production ; an Ang Lee film ; produced by Gil Netter, Ang Lee, David Womark ; screenplay by David Magee ; directed by Ang Lee.*

**DVD S1270**
*Community and aggregate assessment [videorecording] / producer, director, Donna Downey ; writer, Doreen Westera ; produced by Distance Education and Learning Technologies, Memorial University of Newfoundland.*
[St. John's, Nfld.] : Memorial University of Newfoundland, Distance Education and Learning Technologies, c2009.

**DVD S1271**
*The illuminator and a Bible for the 21st century [videorecording] / written and directed by Jeremy Bennett.*

**DVD S1272**
*The execution of Jesus [videorecording] / produced by Multimedia Entertainment, Inc. and Film Roos, Inc. in association with A & E Television Networks.*

**DVD S1273**

**DVD S1274**

**Online Video**
1-2-1 tuition in a national challenge school [electronic resource].

Online Video
The 2-hour/4-hour challenge [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
2D animation [electronic resource].

Online Video
3D animation [electronic resource].

Online Video
5FM [electronic resource].

Online Video
7-day pupil food diaries [electronic resource].

Online Video
24-hour pupil food diaries [electronic resource].

Online Video
The 48 hour inspection [electronic resource].

Online Video
55 minutes [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The A-Z of climate change [electronic resource].
Online Video
A-Z of network learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Abortion education [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Absolute beginner [electronic resource].

Online Video
Abstinence comes to Albuquerque [electronic resource].

Online Video
Abusive relationships [electronic resource].

Online Video
Academies [electronic resource].

Online Video
Academies in detail [electronic resource].

Online Video
The academy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Access the curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Achtenberg, Ben, Director, Producer.
Online Video
Action! [electronic resource].

Online Video
Action research [electronic resource].

Online Video
Actions speak louder [electronic resource].

Online Video
Active learners [electronic resource].

Online Video
Active lunchtime [electronic resource].

Online Video
Activity-based learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Adam Rutherford on evolution and creationism [electronic resource].

Online Video
ADHD in the mainstream [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Adirondacks [electronic resource] / a Florentine Films production ; presented by the Adirondack Museum ; a film by Lawrence R. Hott and Diane Garey.

Online Video
Admissions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video
Adults other than teachers [electronic resource].
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Advanced whiteboard techniques [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
AFL in special schools [electronic resource] : a case study.

Online Video
Africa rocks [electronic resource].

Online Video
African singing [electronic resource].

Online Video
After 11 [electronic resource].

Online Video
After school programs [electronic resource] : setting the stage for school-age care : a history of after school programs / by Leah Shapiro and Julie Spielberger.

Online Video
The afternoon [electronic resource] : staying awake.

Online Video

**Online Video**

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Air resistance [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Al-hijrah school [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Alexander McCall Smith [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Alexandra Edwards [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Algebra [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Algebra handshake [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Algebra in action [electronic resource].
Algebra [electronic resource] : what's the pattern?

Online Video
All hell breaks loose [electronic resource].

Online Video
All in the mind? [electronic resource].

Online Video
All right on the night [electronic resource].

Online Video
All together now [electronic resource].

Online Video
Allegra McEvedy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Alternative career routes [electronic resource].

Online Video
Am I British? [electronic resource].

Online Video
Am I stressed? [electronic resource].

Online Video
Amazing archives [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ancient drugs [electronic resource] / produced by FilmRoos, Inc. for the History Channel ; A & E Television Networks.

Online Video
Ancient Egypt [electronic resource] : modern medicine / hosted by
Michael Guillen.

**Online Video**
Ancient worlds [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Andersen, Anne Elisabeth, Director.
The Oslo Opera House [electronic resource] / written and directed by Anne Elisabeth Andersen.

**Online Video**
Andrew Young [electronic resource] / by Bill Buckley, Garrett Saunders.
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, 2011.

**Online Video**
Andy and physics [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Andy Roberts [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Anger management [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Angry outburst [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Animal healers [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Animation [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Animation in a primary afterschool club [electronic resource].
Anita and biology [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anna Hassan [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anna Shermer [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anne Diamond [electronic resource].

Online Video
Annie Ashraf [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anorexia [electronic resource].

Online Video
Another day another fight [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anspach, Solveig, Director.

Online Video
Anspach, Solveig, Director.

Online Video
Answer that! [electronic resource].

Online Video
Answering questions [electronic resource].
Online Video
Antarctica [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anthony Browne [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anthony Horowitz [electronic resource].

Online Video
Anti social behaviour & ASBOs [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Anyone for yoga? [electronic resource].

Online Video
aParents as teaching partners [electronic resource] : helping parents teach through play / a KNB production ; produced, written and directed by Nancy Battista Morgan.

Online Video
APP [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
APP reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
APP writing [electronic resource].
Online Video
Appearance [electronic resource].

Online Video
Approaches to teaching Shakespeare [electronic resource].

Online Video
Araneda, Cecilia, 1970-
Chile [electronic resource] : a history in exile / produced and directed by
Cecilia Araneda.

Online Video
The arch [electronic resource] / written and produced by Rod Pyle ;
producer, Bruce Nash ; produced by Actuality Productions, Inc. ;
History Television Network Productions ; A&E Television Network ;
The History Channel.

Online Video
The architect [electronic resource].

Online Video
Architecture and KS3 maths [electronic resource].

Online Video
Areas of circles and composite shapes [electronic resource].

Online Video
The arson detectives [electronic resource] / written and produced by
Richard Van Sycle.

Online Video
Art assessment [electronic resource].

Online Video
The art of differentiation [electronic resource].
Online Video
Art workshop [electronic resource].

Online Video
Arthur Smith [electronic resource].

Online Video
Artist teachers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Aryan brotherhood [electronic resource] / The History Channel; A & E Television Networks.

Online Video
Aryan terror [electronic resource].

Online Video
... As a headteacher [electronic resource].

Online Video
... As an NQT [electronic resource].

Online Video
As easy as CPD [electronic resource].

Online Video
As middle leader [electronic resource].

Online Video
As senior leader [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ashley, Kate, Director.
The clockwork orange murder [electronic resource] / directed by Kate Ashley.
Online Video
Ashley, Kate, Director.
**Doctor Death [electronic resource] / directed by Kate Ashley.**

Online Video
Ashley, Kate, Director.
**The great train robbery [electronic resource] / directed by Kate Ashley.**

Online Video
Ashley, Kate, Director.
**The lady in the lake [electronic resource] / directed by Kate Ashley.**

Online Video
Ashley, Kate, Director.
**Murder in suburbia [electronic resource] / directed by Kate Ashley.**

Online Video
Ashley, Kate, Director.
**The Peasenhall mystery [electronic resource] / directed by Kate Ashley.**

Online Video
Ashmead Community School, Reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assembly [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assessing excellent teachers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assessing speaking [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assessing writing [electronic resource].
Online Video
Assessment and lesson observation [electronic resource].

Online Video
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Assessment for learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assessment for learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assessment for learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Assessment [electronic resource] : help from your teaching assistant.
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Assessment [electronic resource] : peer to peer.

Online Video
At KS [electronic resource].

Online Video
ATL [electronic resource].

Online Video
Attainment and inclusion [electronic resource] : we can if..

Online Video
Attendance and punctuality [electronic resource] : carrots and sticks.
Attention seekers [electronic resource] / an Evans Woolfe Production for Teachers' TV.  

Online Video  
Attracting lower ability pupils [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Authentic assessment [electronic resource] : setting the stage / by Leah Shapiro.  

Online Video  
Autonomy, choice and competition [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Averages [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Averaging continuous data [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Avoiding burnout [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
B-17 [electronic resource] : flying legend / directed by Mark Feijó.  
Harrington Park : Janson Media, [2002].

Online Video  
Babette Cole [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Babies in school [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Back in the mainstream [electronic resource].  
**Back on line [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Back on track [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Back to nature [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Bad news [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Bad vibes [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Balancing rights [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Bandido army [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Banging chemistry [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Barcelona and Hartlepool [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**The Barcelona chair [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Barcelona's big church [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Barn [electronic resource] / produced by On Screen Entertainment for the History Channel ; executive producers, Nikki Silver, Orly Wiseman ;**
writer, John Miller.

**Online Video**
Baroff, Beverly.

**Online Video**
Baroness Greenfield [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Baroness Warnock [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Barry Comprehensive School [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Baseball parks [electronic resource] / written and produced by La Monte Westmoreland and Robert Ziel.

**Online Video**
Basic training [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Bath bombs and rockets [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Battersea v Eton [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Battling anorexia [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Online Video
Battling the bug [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bayley in the USA [electronic resource].

Online Video
Be yourself [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bearings [electronic resource].

Online Video
Beat bullying throughout the school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Beating bullying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Beats and rhythm [electronic resource].

Online Video
Beauty therapy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Becoming a bursar [electronic resource].

Online Video
Becoming an HLTA [electronic resource].

Online Video
Becoming integral to school life [electronic resource].
Palatine, Ill. : Privately Published, 2009.

Online Video
Behaviour breakdown [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Behaviour challenge, expert [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Behaviour management ideas [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Being chair [electronic resource].

Online Video
"Being different may be cool" [electronic resource] : on the autistic spectrum.

Online Video
Being heard [electronic resource].

Online Video
Believe in yourself [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bell, Dale, 1938- Director, Producer.
Voices from the trenches [electronic resource] : the world of the certified nursing assistant / produced and directed by Harry Wiland and Dale Bell.

Online Video
The bell. Series 2, episode 5 [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Benjamin Zander [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bergström, Lars, 1962- Director, Producer.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2011.

Online Video
The best of [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
BETT 2010 review [electronic resource].
Online Video
BETT Report 2009 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Between departments, pastoral leaders, student observers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Beware the goose [electronic resource].

Online Video
Beyond scared straight [electronic resource] / A & E Television Networks.

Online Video
Beyond school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bienvenue à arsenal [electronic resource].

Online Video
The big behaviour debate [electronic resource].

Online Video
Big bold signs [electronic resource].

Online Video
The big book of homework [electronic resource].

Online Video
The big cook [electronic resource].

Online Video
The big dance [electronic resource].
Online Video
The big dig [electronic resource].

Online Video
Big ideas for small people [electronic resource].

Online Video
Big match [electronic resource].

Online Video
The big pit [electronic resource].

Online Video
The big rescue [electronic resource].

Online Video
Big school democracy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Big test [electronic resource].

Online Video
Big top [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Bio-diversity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video

Online Video
Bird watching in schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Birth, marriage and death [electronic resource].

Online Video
Birth of the American Mafia [electronic resource] / Osterlund Company
; David Royle Productions ; in association with Arts & Entertainment Networks.

Online Video
Bite-size DVD [electronic resource].

Online Video
Black boys [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Black history workshop [electronic resource].

Online Video
Black inventors [electronic resource] : black men and iron horses /
produced and directed by Bill Buckley.
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, 2011.

Online Video
Blogosphere [electronic resource].

Online Video
Blogs and wikis [electronic resource].
Online Video
Blood on the staircase [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Bloodhound SSC project [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Body language for engaging and motivating [electronic resource].

Online Video
Body language for reinforcing learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
The body language of meaning business [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.

Online Video
Body language techniques [electronic resource].

Online Video
Body language when ending the lesson [electronic resource].

Online Video
Body language when establishing relationships [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Bollywood Christmas [electronic resource].
Online Video
The Bolton Museums [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Bomb squad [electronic resource] / written and created by Samuel M. Katz ; directed by Lasta Drachkovitch, David Keane ; produced by 44 Blue Production for A&E Television Network.

Online Video
Bonner Street Primary School, London [electronic resource].

Online Video
Boost your teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Boris Johnson [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bowling Park Primary School, Bradford [electronic resource].

Online Video
A box for the UK [electronic resource].

Online Video
Boy, you can dance [electronic resource].

Online Video
Boys of destruction [electronic resource].

Online Video
Boys' school turnaround [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
Boys' writing [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bradbury, David, 1951-

Online Video
Bradley, year 8 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Brain attack [electronic resource] : importance of immediate treatment from stroke / In-tele-com.

Online Video
Brain basics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Brancaster Deepdale Primary School, Norfolk [electronic resource].

Online Video
Breaking the news [electronic resource].

Online Video
Breakthrough in Oldham [electronic resource].

Online Video
Breinholt, Thomas, Director, Producer.
Soul & science [electronic resource] : the power of the mind / produced and directed by Thomas Breinholt, Danish Radio.
Online Video
Brian Sewell [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bricklaying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bridge [electronic resource] / narrated by Marty Dunham.

Online Video
Bright extroverts [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bringing a management team together [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bringing the cleaning contract in-house [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Bristol approach [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
British birds [electronic resource].

Online Video
Britishness [electronic resource].

Online Video
A broadband education [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Brooklyn Bridge [electronic resource] / written by Phillis Cannon ;
produced by Phillis Cannon and Bruce Nash.

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Budget [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
The budget and school funding [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Bugs [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Build your own nuclear reactor [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Building a future [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Building a multi media web page [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Building blogs [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Building bridges [electronic resource].
Online Video
Building good relationships [electronic resource].

Online Video
Building leadership capacity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Building progress [electronic resource].

Online Video
Building Schools for the Future [electronic resource].

Online Video
Building sights [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Building yard [electronic resource].

Online Video
Buildings [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bullying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bullying girls [electronic resource].

Online Video
Bush, John, director, Director, Producer.
Online Video
**Business and economics [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**The business of education [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Buying and selling [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Cadbury World [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Calculating [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**The California killing field [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Call signs [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Calm exterior, stressed interior [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Calm is strength [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.**

Online Video
**Cameras [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Camila Batmanghildjih [electronic resource].**

Online Video
Camp, Joseph, Director.

Online Video
Camp, Joseph, Director.

Online Video
Can background music help learning? [electronic resource].

Online Video
Can Christmas be inclusive [electronic resource].

Online Video
Can do kids [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Capturing impact [electronic resource].

Online Video
The car restorer [electronic resource].

Online Video
Carbon footprints in India [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cardboard school room [electronic resource].
Online Video
Career refreshment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Careers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Careers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Caring for mum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Carnival of the birds [electronic resource].

Online Video
Carole Caplin [electronic resource].

Online Video
Carpet tiles [electronic resource].

Online Video
Carry on teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
The case for creativity in school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cash for answers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cast iron building [electronic resource] / produced by Emily Benson.

Online Video
The castle tower [electronic resource] / written and produced by Joanne
Fish.

Online Video
Catching up with South Farnham [electronic resource].

Online Video
Catching up with Westlands [electronic resource].

Online Video
Catering contracts [electronic resource].

Online Video
Catering for community [electronic resource].

Online Video
Catriona's big day out [electronic resource].

Online Video
Causal reasoning [electronic resource].

Online Video
The causes [electronic resource].

Online Video
Celebrating diversity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Celebrity investing [electronic resource].

Online Video
Celia Rees [electronic resource].

Online Video
Census at Bethlehem [electronic resource] / Narrated by Samuel West.
Online Video
Cervical cancer and HPV [electronic resource] / WXXI Public Broadcasting Council; West 175 Productions; directors, Scott Preston, Ken Diego.

Online Video
The challenge of contemporary art [electronic resource].

Online Video
The challenge of solar power [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Challenging behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
A challenging career change [electronic resource].

Online Video
Challenging children [electronic resource].

Online Video
Challenging homophobia [electronic resource].

Online Video
Challenging personalities [electronic resource].

Online Video
Challenging racism [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chandos School [electronic resource].
Online Video
Changes in school leadership [electronic resource].

Online Video
Changing challenging behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Changing movement by force [electronic resource].

Online Video
Changing sounds [electronic resource].

Online Video
Changing state, micro-organisms and other topics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Charles Dickens [electronic resource].

Online Video
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, [2011?].

Online Video
Charlie trailer [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Chart songs [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chasing the wind [electronic resource].
Cheerleading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cheetham, Keith, Director.
The VW Beetle [electronic resource] / directed by Keith Cheetham.

Online Video
Chef challenge [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chemical puppets [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chemistry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chemistry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chemistry in forensics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chemistry with CLEAPSS [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chen, Amy.
Chinatown files [electronic resource] / directed by Amy Chen and
Produced by Amy Chen and Ying Chan.

Online Video

Online Video
Child development [electronic resource] : jobs in child development :
career compass / by Kathleen Ermitage ; produced by Kari Dean
McCarthy.

**Online Video**
*Child labour [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**
*Child labour in India [electronic resource] : Anil's story.*

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
*Child protection [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
*Childhood obesity [electronic resource] : how to stop the cycle / presented by Chris Clark.*

**Online Video**
*Childminder [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**
*Children in World War II [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**
*Children left behind [electronic resource] : a documentary on high stakes testing / by Louis J. Kruger.*

**Online Video**
*Children's Trusts [electronic resource].*

Online Video
Child's play, deadly play [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
China [electronic resource] : ICT and PE.

Online Video
Chloe Mercado [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chocolate makes the world go round [electronic resource].

Online Video
Choice vs selection [electronic resource].

Online Video
Choir SOS [electronic resource].

Online Video
Choosing a VLE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chosen behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Choy, Christine.
Agent yellow [electronic resource] / by Christine Choy.

Online Video
Chris Woodhead [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chris Woodhead [electronic resource].

Online Video
Christian ethics [electronic resource] : attitudes to other faiths.

Online Video
Christian Jessen [electronic resource].

Online Video
Christianity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Christine Blower [electronic resource].

Online Video
Christine Gilbert [electronic resource].

Online Video
Christmas special [electronic resource].

Online Video
Chu, Simon, Director.
Shanghai a go go [electronic resource] / directed by Simon Chu.

Online Video
Church [electronic resource].

Online Video
Circle of death [electronic resource].
Online Video
Circle of friends [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The circus comes to school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Citizenship [electronic resource].

Online Video
City challenges [electronic resource].

Online Video
City curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
The city school, Sheffield [electronic resource].

Online Video
Civil defense [electronic resource] : the war at home.

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Civilised lunchtime [electronic resource].
Online Video
Clare Davy [electronic resource] : teaching DNA.

Online Video
Clare Short [electronic resource].

Online Video
Class control [electronic resource].

Online Video
Class management [electronic resource].

Online Video
Class mascot [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classifying films [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classroom creativity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classroom encounters with Cowley [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classroom management [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classroom management [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classroom practice [electronic resource].
Classroom practice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Classroom routines [electronic resource].

Online Video
Climate change teaching solutions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Climate change time-line [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coaching and mentoring [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coaching in schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coalition plans for education [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Coca-Cola bottle [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cognitive acceleration [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cohen, David, 1946- Director. Producer.
Collaboration, professionalism and accountability [electronic resource].

Online Video
Collaborative learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Collaborative professional development [electronic resource].

Online Video
Collaborative purchasing [electronic resource].

Online Video
Colleagues [electronic resource].

Online Video
Collins Middle School, Salem [electronic resource].

Online Video
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, [2011?].

Online Video
Colour in our hall [electronic resource].

Online Video
Combating bullying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Combating cyberbullying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Combining leadership and teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Comedy Dave [electronic resource].
The community school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Competitive coursework [electronic resource].

Online Video
Complex special needs [electronic resource].

Online Video
Computer games in the classroom [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Computer generated enterprise [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Conquering the paperwork mountain [electronic resource].

Online Video
Conservative [electronic resource].

Online Video
Construction [electronic resource].

Online Video
Construction [electronic resource].

Online Video
Construction trades [electronic resource].
Online Video
Contemporary art [electronic resource].

Online Video
Contextual value added tables [electronic resource].

Online Video
Control your professional development [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cooking [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Cop counselors [electronic resource] / by Michelle Crane.

Online Video
Copies experiment demonstrations [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coping with bereavement [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coping with 'bullying' managers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coping with different abilities [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coping with excessive workload [electronic resource].
Online Video
Corpse tech [electronic resource] / produced by Actuality Productions, Inc. for History ; produced by Bruce Nash ; written & produced by Gloria L. Morris ; created by Bruce Nash.

Online Video
Corridors through time [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coughlin, Todd.

Online Video

Online Video
The counterfeit war [electronic resource] / by Barbara Newman and Bob Harris.

Online Video
Country roads [electronic resource].

Online Video
Coursework [electronic resource].

Online Video
Covering the basics [electronic resource].

Online Video
CPD [electronic resource] : the real deal.

Online Video
Cracker home [electronic resource] / Arts and Entertainment Network.
Online Video
Cracking the code [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Cranmer Primary School [electronic resource].

Online Video
A crash course [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Creating a contemporary space [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating a festive newspaper [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating a learning den [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating a school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating a space to let off steam [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating a special classroom [electronic resource].
Online Video
Creating a whiteboard lesson [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating an ICT room [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creating the right atmosphere [electronic resource].

Online Video
A creative approach [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creative development [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creative literacy in the classroom [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creative teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creative writing book, teaching narrative animation, talk-for-writing resource [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creativity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creativity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creativity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creativity in action [electronic resource].

Online Video
Creepy crawlies [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cricket match [electronic resource].

Online Video
Crime and punishment [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Crime scene investigation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Critical analysis [electronic resource].

Online Video
A critical friend [electronic resource].

Online Video
A cross curriculum approach [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cross-curriculum teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cross-curriculum teaching [electronic resource].
Cross-generation art in Bristol [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cross-phase collaboration [electronic resource].

Online Video
Crossing core subjects [electronic resource].

Online Video
Crossing the pay threshold [electronic resource].

Online Video
Crunch time [electronic resource].

Online Video
Crystal, Peter, Director, Producer.
Real outlaws [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Peter Crystal.

Online Video

Online Video
Cultural perspectives (Amita Gupta) [electronic resource].

Online Video
Curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Curriculum choices [electronic resource].
Curriculum for infants and toddlers [electronic resource] / by Arleen Prairie.

Online Video
Curriculum planning [electronic resource].

Online Video
CUs [electronic resource] : focus on Dylan - no audio.

Online Video
Cyber-bullying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Cybersex cop [electronic resource] / by Bob Harris.

Online Video
Cyclone warnings in Bangladesh [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Da Vinci tech [electronic resource] / The History Channel.

Online Video
Dads matter [electronic resource].

Online Video
Daily routines [electronic resource].

Online Video
Damage limitation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dance at the Gallions [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Dance basics [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Dance [electronic resource] : four body shapes.**

**Online Video**

**Dancing across the curriculum [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Dancing in science [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Dan's ASBO [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Darts [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Data handling [electronic resource] : a secondary and a primary example.**

**Online Video**

**Data handling in the classroom [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**David Bell [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**David Burghes on maths [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**David Hart [electronic resource].**
Online Video
David Pollicutt [electronic resource].

Online Video
David Puttnam [electronic resource].

Online Video
David wants a headship [electronic resource].

Online Video
David Willetts [electronic resource].

Online Video
Davies, Eric Seuel, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Davies, Eric Seuel, Director, Producer.

Online Video
A day in the life [electronic resource].

Online Video
A day in the life of a business manager [electronic resource].

Online Video
Day in the life of a cover supervisor [electronic resource].

Online Video
A day in the life of a SENCO [electronic resource].
Day in the life of an extended school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dead man inc. [electronic resource].

Online Video
Deadly blast [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with bullying [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with change [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with difficult behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with difficult staff [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with family breakdown [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with malicious allegations [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with parents [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with problem parents [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dealing with typical classroom crises [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.

**Online Video**

**Dear Talula** [electronic resource] / a film by Lori Benson.

**Online Video**


**Online Video**

**Death of the working classes** [electronic resource] / director / producer, Hilary Henson.

**Online Video**

**Debating in the name of history** [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**The decimal place** [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Decimals forever** [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Decision in the streets** [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Falls Church, VA : Landmark Media, 2002.

**Online Video**


**Online Video**

**Degrees of change** [electronic resource].
Delassus, Jean Francois, Director.
**Cathedrals [electronic resource] / by Jean Francois Delassus.**

**Online Video**
**Delegating [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Delivering wider opportunities [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Demonstrating chemistry [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Demonstrating chemistry [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Demonstrating dynamic geometry [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Demonstrating physics [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Departmental poetry strategies [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Describing sounds [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Design and technology [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Designing APP assessment for English [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Designing for CAD/CAM [electronic resource].

Online Video
Designing your own prom dress [electronic resource].

Online Video
Desk labels [electronic resource].

Online Video
New York, N.Y. : Filmakers Library, [2008].

Online Video
The developing brain [electronic resource].

Online Video
Developing communication for language and thinking [electronic resource].

Online Video
Developing composition [electronic resource].

Online Video
Developing self-understanding [electronic resource].

Online Video
Developing transitions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Developing your long term vision [electronic resource].

Online Video

**Online Video**

**Devil's fire [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**The devil's playground [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Difference [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Different writing styles [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Differentiation [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Differentiation [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Differentiation [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Differentiation [electronic resource] : differentiating the starter.**
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

**Online Video**

**Differentiation in action [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Digging for history [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**The digital academy [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Dilemmas [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Dinner granny [electronic resource].

Online Video
Diplomas [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Diplomas for governors [electronic resource].

Online Video
Disability [electronic resource].

Online Video
Disability equality duty [electronic resource].

Online Video
Discipline [electronic resource].

Online Video
Discussing art [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Disobeying orders [electronic resource] : G. I. resistance to the Vietnam
war / produced by Pamela Sporn.

Online Video

Online Video
Distance learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Distance/Time graphs [electronic resource].

Online Video
Distributed leadership [electronic resource] : relieving work pressure?

Online Video
Distributing leadership [electronic resource].

Online Video
Divide and conquer [electronic resource] / The History Channel ; A&E Television Networks.

Online Video
Divided camps [electronic resource].

Online Video
Division [electronic resource].

Online Video
Division, volume and other topics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dix's fixes [electronic resource] / Paul Dix.

Online Video
DIY decorating and rubbish collection [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
**DNA [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Does class size matter? [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Dog fights [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Doing it for themselves [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Doing the paperwork [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Donna Leach [electronic resource] : hairdressing.**
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

**Online Video**
**Dorothy Stringer Secondary [electronic resource] : making the most of outdoors.**

**Online Video**
**Down on the farm [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Drama for learning [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Drama for learning [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Drama in the classroom [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Drama into the curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dramatic improvements [electronic resource].

Online Video
Drawing self portraits [electronic resource].

Online Video
Drug testing [electronic resource] / produced by the Police Foundation ; producer, Christopher Koch ; director W.P. Fowler.

Online Video
Drugs [electronic resource] : breaking the habit.

Online Video
Drugs education [electronic resource].

Online Video
Drumming up success [electronic resource].

Online Video
Duty of care [electronic resource].

Online Video
Duxford Aircraft Museum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dylan trailer [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dylan Wiliam [electronic resource].
Online Video
The dynamic brain [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dyscalculia [electronic resource].

Online Video
Dyslexia support [electronic resource].

Online Video
E-assessment [electronic resource] : where next?

Online Video
E-Office systems [electronic resource].

Online Video
E-Schooling [electronic resource].

Online Video
EAL 1 [electronic resource].

Online Video
EAL in drama and music [electronic resource].

Online Video
EAL Shakespeare, dual language DVD, talking pen [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Early days [electronic resource].
Online Video
Early reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early sex education [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early years [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early years [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early years foundation stage [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early Years Foundation Stage [electronic resource].

Online Video
Early Years Foundation Stage [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Earth in space [electronic resource].
Online Video
Eat better, do better [electronic resource].

Online Video
Eating apricots [electronic resource].

Online Video
Eating to win [electronic resource].

Online Video
EBD [electronic resource].

Online Video
EBD [electronic resource].

Online Video
ECM at work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Economics of education [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ecosystems [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ecoutez! [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ed the con [electronic resource].

Online Video
Education for All [electronic resource] : halfway there?
Online Video
Education leaving age [electronic resource].

Online Video
Education policy at the party conferences [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Effective inclusion [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective meetings [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective parent meetings [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective Q&A with staff [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective questioning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective questioning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective questioning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Effective team meetings [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Emotion cards, anger management game, motivational stickers
Online Video
Emotional intelligence [electronic resource].

Online Video
Emotional literacy at Marlowe Academy [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Empire State Building [electronic resource] / Jaffe Productions in association with Hearst Entertainment Television ; A&E Home Video ; the History Channel ; producer, Bruce Nash, written and produced by Andy Thomas.

Online Video
Empowering parents across the borough [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Enabling environments [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ending AIDS [electronic resource] : the search for a vaccine / produced by Bill Jersey & Michael Schwarz ; writers, Alex Beckstead, Jason Cohn, Bill Jersey, Max Salomon, Michael Schwarz ; Catticus Corporation ; Quest Productions ; Kikim Media ; KQED presentation.
Online Video
Energy and recycling [electronic resource].

Online Video
Energy costs [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engagement at Key Stage 1 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engaging EAL learners [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engaging girls [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engaging girls with practical science [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Engaging pupils learning EAL [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engaging the class [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engaging the learner [electronic resource].

Online Video
Engaging with a difficult text [electronic resource] : Dr Faustus.
**Online Video**

Engaging with democracy [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

Engaging with their world [electronic resource] : where will I live?  

**Online Video**

Engineering [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

Engineering [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

Engineering diploma functional skills [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

Engineering elegance [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**


**Online Video**

English [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

English [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

English [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

English [electronic resource].  

**Online Video**

*English and drama [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*English and media [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*English as an additional language [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*Enjoy and achieve for all [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*Enlargement [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*Enquiring minds [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*Enquiry based learning [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*Enquiry skills [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*Enriched environments [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

*The entertainer [electronic resource].*

**Online Video**

York.

Online Video
Eoin Colfer [electronic resource].

Online Video
Epic inspiration [electronic resource].

Online Video
Equalities legislation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Equations [electronic resource].

Online Video
Escape from special measures [electronic resource].

Online Video
Esperanza, school of hope [electronic resource].

Online Video
Establishing a network [electronic resource].

Online Video
Establishing CAD/CAM [electronic resource].

Online Video
Establishing communities [electronic resource].

Online Video
Estelle Morris [electronic resource].

Online Video
Estelle Morris on the attainment gap [electronic resource].
Online Video
Esther Arnott [electronic resource].

Online Video
Esther Arnott [electronic resource].

Online Video
Esther Arnott history lesson [electronic resource].
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
European expressionists [electronic resource].

Online Video
European parliament [electronic resource].

Online Video
The evaluation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Evaporation and condensation [electronic resource] : Robinson Crusoe makes drinking water.

Online Video
Evelyn Primary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Every child a ... reader, writer and counter [electronic resource].

Online Video
Every child matters [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video
Every child matters & multi-agency working [electronic resource].

Online Video
Every journey matters [electronic resource].

Online Video
Everybody killers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Everyman [electronic resource].

Online Video
Everyone's included [electronic resource].

Online Video
Evidence of impact [electronic resource].

Online Video
Evolution [electronic resource].

Online Video
Evolution [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exam cheating [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exam preparation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exam time [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exams [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exams [electronic resource] : dumbing down or wisely up?

Online Video

Online Video
Excellence at work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exclusion [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exclusion and drugs [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exclusionary rule [electronic resource].

Online Video
Experiencing change [electronic resource].

Online Video
Experiencing work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Experiential approaches to Hinduism [electronic resource].

Online Video
Experimenting with comics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Experiments with language [electronic resource].
Online Video
Experiments with poetry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Expert advice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Expert analysis [electronic resource].

Online Video
Expert opinion [electronic resource].

Online Video
The experts [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exploring parables [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exploring sounds [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exploring the workscape [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exploring thinking processes [electronic resource].

Online Video
Exploring Tudor values [electronic resource].

Online Video
Extended school [electronic resource].
Extended schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Extended services [electronic resource].

Online Video
Extended services [electronic resource].

Online Video
Extending speaking and listening [electronic resource].

Online Video
Extending your range [electronic resource].

Online Video
External communications [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Factory farms [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fahnley, Joy.
Fair trade [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fair trade [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Faith schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Falling off a cliff [electronic resource].

Online Video
Families and crime [electronic resource] / produced by the Police Foundation ; producer, Christopher Koch ; director W.P. Fowler.

Online Video
Fashion [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fast tracking [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The FBI celebrity files [electronic resource] / A&E Television Networks.

Online Video
The FBI's ten most wanted [electronic resource] / produced by the Reality Group for the History Channel ; directed by Damian Weyand ; written by Fred Silverman and Rob Feldman.

Online Video
Federated school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Feedback and target-setting [electronic resource].

Online Video
Feel like yourself again [electronic resource] : understanding postpartum depression and other mood disorders / producer/director, Robin Smith.

Online Video
Fellman, Maggy, Director, Producer.
Marimekko - an outsider's view [electronic resource] / written and produced by Maggy Fellman ; directed by Maggy Fellman and Eki Halkka.

Online Video
Fernwood School, Nottingham [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fidgeting [electronic resource].

Online Video
Field of dreams [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fight in the corridor [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fight with implements [electronic resource].
Fighting HIV [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fighting your corner [electronic resource].

Online Video
Finance [electronic resource].

Online Video
Financial crisis [electronic resource].

Online Video
Financial problems [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Finding documents, organising students, giving instructions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Finding new roads [electronic resource] : poetry in the classroom / produced by the Fund for New York City Public Education ; directed by Markie Hancock.

Online Video
Finding the gaps [electronic resource].

Online Video
Finding time [electronic resource].

Online Video
Finding time for STEM [electronic resource].
Online Video
Finding time to walk the dog [electronic resource].

Online Video
Firesetters [electronic resource].

Online Video
Firm foundations [electronic resource].
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
The first age ... 0-5 [electronic resource].

Online Video
First days at secondary [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
First steps towards your vision [electronic resource].

Online Video
First week of term [electronic resource].

Online Video
First year and beyond [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fit to teach [electronic resource].

Online Video
Five classroom tips [electronic resource].

Online Video
Five whole-school tips [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Florence Nightingale through drama [electronic resource].

Online Video
Flying people [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Tom Collinson.

Online Video
Focus on science [electronic resource].

Online Video
Focus on the lesson objectives [electronic resource].

Online Video
Focusing on the learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Follow the learner - debate [electronic resource].

Online Video
Following in Darwin's footsteps [electronic resource].

Online Video
Food and fitness [electronic resource].

Online Video
Food for thought [electronic resource] / In-tele-com.

Online Video
Foot patrol [electronic resource] / Police Foundation ; directed by Joseph Camp ; producer, Susan Udelson.

Online Video
For induction [electronic resource].

Online Video
For primary heads and governors [electronic resource].

Online Video
For primary heads and governors [electronic resource].

Online Video
For secondary heads and governors [electronic resource].

Online Video
Forced marriages [electronic resource].

Online Video
Forces [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
**Online Video**

Forensic science [electronic resource] : the crime fighter's weapon / written and produced by Noah Morowitz ; producer, Bruce Nash ; Jaffe Productions in association with the Actuality Productions, Inc. for the History Channel ; a presentation of Hearst Entertainment ; A&E Television Networks.

**Online Video**

Formative assessment [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Formative assessment [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Foundation [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Foundation reading [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Foundations of global morality with Mary Warnock [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Four go to Kenya [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Four learning mentors [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

Four square [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

The fourth age ... 15-19 [electronic resource].
Fractions, decimals and percentages [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fractions, decimals and percentages [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fractions out shopping [electronic resource].

Online Video
Francesca Simon [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fraudreau, Martin, Director.
The bulls of Khorsabad [electronic resource] / directed by Martin Fraudreau.

Online Video
Fraudreau, Martin, Director.
The horses of Marly [electronic resource] : the moment captured / directed by Martin Fraudreau.

Online Video
Fraudreau, Martin, Director.
Michelangelo's slaves [electronic resource] : the fettered soul / directed by Martin Fraudreau.

Online Video
Fraudreau, Martin, Director.
The Venus de Milo or the creation of a myth [electronic resource] / directed by Martin Fraudreau.

Online Video
Free schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
A fresh approach [electronic resource].
Online Video
A fresh approach [electronic resource].

Online Video
A fresh start [electronic resource].

Online Video
Friendly but firm [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
From heaven to hell [electronic resource].

Online Video
From one thing to another [electronic resource].

Online Video
From support staff to SENCO [electronic resource].

Online Video
Frontier homes [electronic resource] / produced by Jupiter Entertainment for the History Channel ; A & E Television Networks.

Online Video
Fun with maths [electronic resource].

Online Video
Functional skills [electronic resource].

Online Video
Fundamental movement skills [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
**Fundamentals of design [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Fundraising consultancy [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Further education [electronic resource] : work experience.**

**Online Video**
**A future in the balance [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**The future of English [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Galleries of justice [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**The games children play [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Games - two KS3 examples [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Gangs [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Gangsta killers [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Gangster city [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Gangster, inc. [electronic resource].

Online Video
The garage [electronic resource].

Online Video
Garden SOS [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Gavshon, Ingrid, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Gay teachers [electronic resource].

Online Video
GCSE English [electronic resource].

Online Video
GCSE geography [electronic resource] : population, employment and ecosystems.

Online Video
GCSE history [electronic resource] : apartheid and Nazi Germany.

Online Video
GCSE maths [electronic resource].
Online Video
GCSEs [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Genetics and medicine [electronic resource].

Online Video
The gentle art of making enemies [electronic resource] / directed by James Runcie ; produced by Roger Thompson.

Online Video
Geography [electronic resource].

Online Video
Geography [electronic resource].

Online Video
Geography [electronic resource].

Online Video
Geography basics [electronic resource] : where do I start?

Online Video
Geography teachers in the freezer [electronic resource].

Online Video
The geological mappers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Geometry [electronic resource].
Online Video
Georg Jensen [electronic resource].

Online Video
George and Alice (KS1) [electronic resource].

Online Video
George Galloway [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Germaine Greer [electronic resource].

Online Video
German youth activities [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Get organised [electronic resource].

Online Video
Get organised [electronic resource].

Online Video
Get that job ... the demonstration lesson [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Getting the priorities right [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Getting there [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Gifted and talented [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Gifted and talented [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Girl talk [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Girls bullying [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Girls in a girls' school [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Girls in a mixed school [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Give yourself a break [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Giving it back to the children [electronic resource].
Online Video
Glacier [electronic resource].

Online Video
Global citizenship [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The global dimension [electronic resource].

Online Video
Global issues [electronic resource].

Online Video
Global online conferencing, hand puppets, interactive French [electronic resource].

Online Video
Glovach, Dan, Director.

Online Video
Glowsticks [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Godwin, Nick, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Going for headship [electronic resource].
Online Video
Going global [electronic resource].

Online Video
Going green [electronic resource].

Online Video
Going to town [electronic resource].

Online Video
Gold ticket [electronic resource].

Online Video
Golden Gilroy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Good news [electronic resource].

Online Video
Good practice in two schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
A good read [electronic resource].

Online Video
Good readers, bad readers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Goodbye home [electronic resource].

Online Video
Goodbye SATs, hello assessment [electronic resource].
Online Video
Goonhilly Satellite Earth Station [electronic resource].

Online Video
Gospel singing [electronic resource].

Online Video
Gothic cathedrals [electronic resource] / Jaffe Productions in association with Hearst Entertainment Television ; the History Channel ; A&E Home Video ; producer, Bruce Nash ; written and produced by Andy Thomas ; created by Bruce Nash.

Online Video
Governance & responsibilities [electronic resource].

Online Video
Governor training [electronic resource].

Online Video
Grady, Rachel, Director.

Online Video

Online Video
The grammar dance [electronic resource].

Online Video
Grangeton town [electronic resource].

Online Video
Granny Smith [electronic resource].
Gray, Edward, Director, Producer. 
The Kennedys and the mob [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Edward Gray. 

Online Video

Online Video
Great expectations [electronic resource]. 

Online Video
Great paintings [electronic resource]. 

Online Video
Great school movies [electronic resource]. 

Online Video
The great storm [electronic resource]. 

Online Video
The green houses project [electronic resource] : remaking elder care in America / produced, edited and narrated by Beverly Baroff. 

Online Video
Green savings [electronic resource]. 

Online Video
Green world [electronic resource]. 

Online Video
Group dynamics [electronic resource]. 
Online Video
Group mentoring for trainees [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group work and feedback [electronic resource].

Online Video
Group work in D&T [electronic resource].

Online Video
The growth of intelligence in the pre-school years [electronic resource].

Online Video
Guess who's coming to dinner [electronic resource].

Online Video
A guest from India [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video
Guided reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Guided writing [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Gun control [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Gurpreet Grewal [electronic resource].

Online Video
Gym basics [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Hair and beauty diploma functional skills [electronic resource].

Online Video
Halfway house [electronic resource].

Online Video
Halima Hussain [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
Hana Abassi [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hana Abassi [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hana Abassi science lesson [electronic resource].
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Handling stress [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hands on [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hands-on art [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hannah and Cherry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Happiest days? [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Hard to teach [electronic resource].
Online Video
Hard to teach [electronic resource] : how to teach art if you're not 'arty'.

Online Video
The hardest to reach [electronic resource].

Online Video
Harrison and Andrew (KS2) [electronic resource].

Online Video
Harry Hopkins [electronic resource] : at FDR's side / produced by
Educational Film Center and Verne Newton.

Online Video
The harvesters [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hawaiian defense [electronic resource] / by Stuart Queen.

Online Video
Haywood, Steve, Director, Producer.
Jamil Chowdhary [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Steve
Haywood.

Online Video
Haywood, Steve, Director, Producer.
Thomas Campbell, Joseph Steele [electronic resource] / produced and
directed by Steve Haywood.

Online Video
The head [electronic resource] / by Lisbeth Jessen.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2011.

Online Video
Head for the future [electronic resource].
Head start [electronic resource].

Online Video
Head to head [electronic resource].

Online Video
Heads and governors [electronic resource].

Online Video
The head's story [electronic resource].

Online Video
The healing attitude [electronic resource] : the empowered patient / Produced by Gary Nenner.

Online Video
Health and beauty [electronic resource].

Online Video
Health and social care [electronic resource].

Online Video
Healthy eating games, road safety, SRE teaching pack [electronic resource].

Online Video
Healthy eating, let's start a café, portraits [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Healthy living throughout the curriculum [electronic resource].
Online Video
Healthy primary school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Healthy school food [electronic resource].

Online Video
Healthy secondary school [electronic resource].
[England] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
A healthy start [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
The heart broken in half [electronic resource] / a documentary by Taggart Siegel and Dwight Conquergood.

Online Video
Heldgaard, Jesper, Director.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2007.

Online Video
Helen Cooper [electronic resource].

Online Video
Helen wants an assistant headship [electronic resource].

Online Video
Helena Kennedy [electronic resource].
Online Video
Helping children stay healthy and fit [electronic resource].

Online Video
Helping hands [electronic resource].

Online Video
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec [electronic resource] / produced by
Flashback Television, Ltd. for A&E Network ; producer, David Edgar ;
director, Nick Gillam-Smith.

Online Video
Henrichsen, Thomas Roger, Director.
The healing [electronic resource] / by Thomas Roger Henrichsen.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2011.

Online Video
Henry, Dan, director, Director.
Line of fire [electronic resource] / directed by Dan Henry and produced
by Alex Clark.

Online Video
Here we go again [electronic resource].

Online Video
Here's Johnny [electronic resource] / produced & directed by Katrina
Mansoor, Adam Lavis & Will Hood.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2008.

Online Video

Online Video
Heywood Community High School [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hi tech transition [electronic resource].

Online Video
**Hidden house history** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**High crimes and misdemeanors** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**Higher and higher** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**Highly successful strategies to guide young children's behavior**
[electronic resource].

Online Video
**Highway to hell** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**Himalayas** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**Hinchley Wood School** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**History** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**History** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**The history man** [electronic resource].

Online Video
**History of maths** [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
HLTA at work [electronic resource].

Online Video
HLTA standards [electronic resource].

Online Video
Holidays in term time [electronic resource].

Online Video
Holocaust [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Holocaust [electronic resource].

Online Video
Holocaust and the kindertransport [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Holocaust exhibition [electronic resource].

Online Video
Homework and marking [electronic resource].

Online Video
Homework high [electronic resource].

Online Video
Homophobia [electronic resource].
Homophobic abuse [electronic resource].

Online Video
Honesty, lateral thinking and other topics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hooked on learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Horan, Don, Director.

Online Video
Horan, Don, Director.

Online Video
Hot damn! [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hot metal [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hot research [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hot tips from consultant and middle leaders [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hot water [electronic resource].

Online Video
Hotel [electronic resource].
Online Video
Hothousing gifted pupils [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
How are you? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in Bosnia? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in Chicago? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in China? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in Cuba? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in France? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in France? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in Germany? [electronic resource].
How do they do it in Germany? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Holland? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Hungary? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in India? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Japan? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Norway? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Rome? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Russia? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Scotland? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in South Africa? [electronic resource].

How do they do it in Sweden? [electronic resource].
Online Video
How do they do it in the USA? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How do they do it in Vietnam? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How electricity is used [electronic resource].

Online Video
How federations work [electronic resource].

Online Video
How good was that? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How light travels [electronic resource].

Online Video
How safe is your classroom? [electronic resource].

Online Video
How science works [electronic resource].

Online Video
How stuff changes [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to add audio to an animation [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to capture an image using a visualiser [electronic resource].
How to create a smooth stop-frame animation [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to create animations in order to better support and demonstrate students' understanding of chemistry and physical science [electronic resource] / by Tara Redican.
[England] : Teachers Network, [20--?].

Online Video
How to find podcasts [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to muffle sound [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to operate a video camera [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to record video using a visualiser [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to share videos online [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to transform your school [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to turn an audio file into a podcast [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to use a data logger [electronic resource].

Online Video
How to use a spreadsheet [electronic resource].
How to use games consoles [electronic resource].

Online Video
How we hear [electronic resource].

Online Video
How we see light [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Huddleston, Michael, Director.
Crossing the line [electronic resource] / written by Paul Ward.

Online Video
Huddleston, Michael, Director.

Online Video
Huddleston, Michael, Director.

Online Video
Huggins, Amy, Director, Producer.
Swat team shootouts [electronic resource] / by Amy Huggins.
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Online Video
I'm deaf and I didn't know [electronic resource] / by Sandrine Herman and Igor Ochronowicz.
Online Video
I'm tired of 12-hour days [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Imagination on the autistic spectrum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Imagining the possibilities for public education [electronic resource].
[Derry, NH] : Chip Taylor Communications, [between 1997 and 2008?].
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Immigrant from America [electronic resource] / directed by Bill Buckley.
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, 2011.
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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In at the deep end [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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**Online Video**
Innocent until proven guilty [electronic resource] / Big Mouth Productions presents a film by Kirsten Johnson ; directed by Kirsten Johnson ; produced by Julia Pimsleur, Katy Chevigny.
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**Online Video**
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[London] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Experience ; Miles Educational Film Productions, Inc.
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Libov, Howard, Director, Producer.
Aglow [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Howard Libov.
[S.l.] : Privately Published, 2011.
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Online Video
Life after death row [electronic resource] / produced by Q-Ball Productions, Inc., for A&E Network ; produced by David Heilbroner, Kate Davis, written and directed by David Heilbroner.
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Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, [2011].

Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
The lighthouse [electronic resource] / written and produced by Lars
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**Online Video**
Harrington Park : Janson Media, c2005.
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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produced and directed by Mark Hopkins ; produced by Naisola
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
The London underground map [electronic resource] / produced by
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
Louise, year 8 [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
Lucy's team [electronic resource].
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Online Video
Lynne Truss [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Machete slaughter [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Madrid connection [electronic resource] / a Justin Webster Production for BBC/Cuatro/Televisio de Catalunya and the Danish Film Institute/TV2 Denmark in association with VPRO/SVT/SBS in collaboration with Institute Catala de les Industries Culturals ; a film by Justin Webster ; produced by Sumpta Ayuso.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2007.
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Madsen, Camilla Folsach, Director.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2011.

Online Video
Magic science and maths [electronic resource].

Online Video
Magliano, Benjamin, Director, Producer.
Taking the bullet [electronic resource] / by Benjamin Magliano.

Online Video
Magnetism [electronic resource].

Online Video
Maintaining participation at KS4 [electronic resource].
[London] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
Marbles [electronic resource].

Online Video
Marengo, Alex, Director.

Online Video
Margaret mentors Emma [electronic resource].

Online Video
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, [2011].

Online Video
Marie wants a head of year job [electronic resource].

Online Video
Mark McHugh [electronic resource].

Online Video
Marvellous medicine [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Mary Marsh [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Online Video

Online Video
Mathematical development [electronic resource].
[London] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].
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Online Video
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Maths [electronic resource].

Online Video
Maths across the school day [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Maths in nature [electronic resource].

Online Video
Maths in the Navy [electronic resource].
Online Video
Maths revision club [electronic resource].

Online Video
Maths stories [electronic resource].

Online Video
The maths teacher [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Mean, Median and Mode [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Mechanic to millionaire [electronic resource] : the Peter Cooper story
/produced & directed by Janet Gardner ; written by Elena Mannes ; a
production of The Gardner Documentary Group.
New York : Filmmakers Library, [2009].

Online Video
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Online Video
Meditation music [electronic resource].

Online Video
Mediterranean influence [electronic resource] / produced by Sue Nadell,
Kathleen Killeen, Grazia Caroselli and Karen Ripenburg.
Online Video
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Online Video
Meet the parents [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
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Meetings [electronic resource].
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Meetings [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Meg Rosoff [electronic resource].

Online Video
Melanie Webb [electronic resource].

Online Video
Melcombe Primary School [electronic resource] : Year 5, maths.
Meles Zenawi [electronic resource].

Online Video
Memory techniques [electronic resource].

Online Video
Men in danger [electronic resource] / Filmakers Library ; ARTE France, Point du Jour present ; a film by Sylvie Gilman and Thierry de Lestrade ; a film written and directed by Sylvie Gilman and Thierry de Lestrade ; a coproduction Point du Jour, ARTE France.
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Online Video
Mental health [electronic resource] : supporting young minds.
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Mentoring the chair [electronic resource].
Merseybeat mentoring [electronic resource].  

Online Video
Messages to ground zero [electronic resource].  
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Online Video
Meyer, David, Director, Producer.  
Unions and the mob [electronic resource] / directed and produced by David Meyer.  

Online Video
MFL at the English Martyr School [electronic resource].  

Online Video
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Online Video
Michael Gove [electronic resource].  

Online Video
Michael Morpurgo [electronic resource].  

Online Video
Michael Rosen on literacy [electronic resource].  
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**Online Video**
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**Online Video**
Middle childhood (overview) [electronic resource] / by Kathleen O. Ryan.

**Online Video**
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**Online Video**
Mile high killers [electronic resource].
Online Video
Mind, body and soul [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
The mini [electronic resource].

Online Video
Miracle babies [electronic resource].
New York, NY : A&E Television Networks, [199-?].

Online Video
Miss Kelly goes to Steiner [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
Mobile access to resources [electronic resource].

Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
Mobility [electronic resource].

Online Video
Mock interviews [electronic resource].
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**Online Video**
Models of the solar system [electronic resource]: earth, sun and moon.

**Online Video**
The modern assassin [electronic resource]: produced by All-American Television and Quorum Communications in association with the History Channel; producer/director, Benjamin Magliano; writers, Charles Grinker, Benjamin Magliano.
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**Online Video**
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**Online Video**
Money for ICT [electronic resource]: find it.
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The monster inside [electronic resource]: Towers Production, Inc. for A&E Television Networks; producer, Jan Martinet; director, Jan Martinet.
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Online Video
More than a special school [electronic resource].

Online Video
More than a theatre trip [electronic resource].
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Online Video
More ways into Shakespeare's Othello [electronic resource].

Online Video
Moreau, Michel, director.
Shackles of memory [electronic resource] : the Atlantic slave trade / by Michel Moreau and Jean-Marc Masseaut.

Online Video
The morning [electronic resource] : waking up.

Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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Online Video
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**Online Video**
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**Online Video**
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**Online Video**
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**Online Video**
Moving the goalposts [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Much ado at Brays Grove [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Much ado in the classroom [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Muhammad's story [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Multi-agency working [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
A multi-sensory approach [electronic resource].
Online Video
Multicultural provision [electronic resource].

Online Video
Murder by numbers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Murder in the court [electronic resource].

Online Video
Murder on the boardwalk [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Museum club [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Musical expression throughout the curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Musical Shakespeare [electronic resource].

Online Video
Music's energy footprint [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video
My other school is a Madrasah [electronic resource].

Online Video
My planning rules my life [electronic resource].

Online Video
My singing and dancing time gets squeezed out [electronic resource].

Online Video
My world, my democracy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Mystic ruins [electronic resource].

Online Video
Name-calling [electronic resource].

Online Video
NASUWT [electronic resource].

Online Video
Natalie Haynes on comedy in class [electronic resource].

Online Video
The National Archives [electronic resource].

Online Video
Natural born readers [electronic resource].

Online Video
NCSL professor Ainscow interview clips [electronic resource].
The need for structure [electronic resource].

Online Video

Negative numbers [electronic resource].

Online Video

Neighborhood safety [electronic resource].

Online Video

Nelson, Stanley, 1955-

Online Video

Network improvements [electronic resource].

Online Video

Neuroscience, schools and the future [electronic resource].

Online Video

The new academies [electronic resource].

Online Video

New admissions code [electronic resource].

Online Video


Online Video

New freedoms [electronic resource].

Online Video

New GCSEs [electronic resource].

Online Video
New ideas in primary ICT [electronic resource].

Online Video
New ideas in secondary ICT [electronic resource].

Online Video
New job, new baby, new pressure [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The new medicine [electronic resource] / produced by Middlemarch Films, Inc. and Twin Cities Public Television, Inc. ; producers, Muffie Meyer & Jennifer Raikes ; director, Muffie Meyer ; written and co-produced by Ronald H. Blumer ; editors and co-producer[s], Donna Marino, Sharon Sachs.

Online Video
New powers to discipline [electronic resource].

Online Video
New restraint powers [electronic resource].

Online Video
New thinking skills [electronic resource].

Online Video
Newdale campus [electronic resource].

Online Video
News hounds [electronic resource].

Online Video
Niagara Falls, the changing nature of a New World symbol [electronic resource] / Florentine Films ; producers and directors, Diane Garey and
Lawrence Hott.

Online Video
Nick Butterworth [electronic resource].

Online Video
Nick Gibb [electronic resource].

Online Video
Night train [electronic resource].

Online Video
Nightfighters [electronic resource] / [presented by] Landmark Films ; a Fulmar TV & Film production.
Falls Church, VA : Landmark Media, c1994.

Online Video

Online Video
Nixon [electronic resource] : the man you loved to hate / by Luc Martin-Gousset, Patrick Jeudy and Peter Hudson.

Online Video

Online Video
The no bell prize [electronic resource].

Online Video
No greater cause [electronic resource].

Online Video
No time to play my viola [electronic resource].
Online Video
No time to spend with my partner [electronic resource].

Online Video
Nobody told me the road would be easy [electronic resource] / DePaul Documentary Project and Marin Corp Productions ; written by Don Moseley ; produced by the DePaul Documentary Project.
[Derry, NH] : Chip Taylor Communications, [2008?].

Online Video
Non-physical disability [electronic resource].

Online Video
Not the nit nurse [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
NQTs in science [electronic resource] : engaging with learners.

Online Video
NQTs - school relationships [electronic resource].

Online Video
The nuclear physicist [electronic resource].

Online Video
Numeracy [electronic resource] : handling data.
Nursery [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Nurturing the new [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
NUT [electronic resource].  

Online Video  

Online Video  
Oasis of peace [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
O'Brien, Bernadette.  

Online Video  
Observing the relationship [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Off sick but in school [electronic resource].  

Online Video  

Online Video  
OFSTED! the musical [electronic resource].  

Online Video  
Oh! What a lovely war [electronic resource].  

Online Video
Olsen, Jesper Markward, Director.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2011.

Online Video
Omission training and preferred activity time [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.

Online Video

Online Video
On the street where we work [electronic resource].

Online Video
On yer bike [electronic resource].

Online Video
One headteacher, one day [electronic resource].

Online Video
One school's experience [electronic resource].

Online Video
One school's journey [electronic resource].

Online Video
One teacher's journey [electronic resource].

Online Video
One-to-one coaching [electronic resource].
Online Video
One year on [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online and texting [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online communities in the classroom [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online safety [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online social networks [electronic resource] : friend or foe?

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Operation amphibian [electronic resource].

Online Video
Opting for health [electronic resource].

Online Video
Orchids [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Ordnance Survey [electronic resource].


Online Video
Out on bail [electronic resource].

Online Video
The outdoor environment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Outward Bound [electronic resource].

Online Video
P.A. system delivery [electronic resource].

Online Video
Panto [electronic resource].

Online Video
Paralympic hopes [electronic resource].

Online Video
Parent partners [electronic resource].

Online Video
Parent power [electronic resource].

Online Video
Parental involvement [electronic resource].

Online Video
Parental involvement curriculum [electronic resource] / a KNB Production ; produced, written and directed by Nancy Battista Morgan ; production services, HMS Media, Inc.

Online Video
Parentally-condoned absence [electronic resource].
Online Video
Parents [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Parliament and the law [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Parole board [electronic resource] : Kentucky / produced by Nate & Lil Productions for A & E Network ; produced, written and directed by Brent Pierson.

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Parole board [electronic resource] : New Hampshire / produced by Maxwell Communications for A & E Network ; Kurtis Productions ; produced and directed by Brent Pierson ; written by Jean O'Neill.

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Part of the team [electronic resource].

Online Video
Passing out [electronic resource].

Online Video
A passion for handwriting [electronic resource].

Online Video
A passion for physics [electronic resource].

Online Video
The path to the future [electronic resource].

Online Video
Patterns in nature [electronic resource].

Online Video
Paul Kearney [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pay and pensions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Paying your own way [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The PE teacher [electronic resource].

Online Video
The peace makers [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
Pedagogy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pedersen, Jens, 1961- Director, Producer.
City of cigars [electronic resource] / by Jens Pedersen.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2006.

Online Video
Peer assessment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Peer educators [electronic resource].

Online Video
Peer-led provision [electronic resource].

Online Video
Peer mediation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Peer to peer assessment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pembrokeshire field studies [electronic resource].

Online Video
Penryn College [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pension schemes [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Perch of the devil [electronic resource].

Online Video
Perez, Severo.

Online Video
Performance management [electronic resource].

Online Video
Performance management [electronic resource].

Online Video
Performance management of a headteacher [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Performing wonders in South Africa [electronic resource].

Online Video
Persecuted teachers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personal development and sharing information [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
Personal, social and emotional development [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personal stories [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personalised learning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personalised learning with ICT [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personalising CPD [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personalising learning at KS2 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Personalising progress [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Phelps, Stephen, Director, Producer.
Brian Parsons [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Stephen Phelps.
Online Video
Phelps, Stephen, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Phelps, Stephen, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Phelps, Stephen, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Philomena Cozens [electronic resource].

Online Video
Phonics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Phonics without tears [electronic resource].

Online Video
Physical development [electronic resource].

Online Video
Physics [electronic resource].

Online Video
Physics for non-physicists [electronic resource] : forces.

Online Video
Online Video
The physics teacher [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Picking up the pace [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Pierson, Brent, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Pierson, Brent, Director, Producer.
Parole board [electronic resource] : Rhode Island / by Brent Pierson.

Online Video
Pierson, Brent, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Pizza fractions [electronic resource].

Online Video
A place for competition [electronic resource].
[London] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
A place to chill [electronic resource].

Online Video
The planning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Planning [electronic resource].

Online Video
Planning a cross-curricular lesson [electronic resource].

Online Video
Planning a school trip [electronic resource].

Online Video
Planning [electronic resource] : planning resources.

Online Video
Planning with pupils [electronic resource].

Online Video
Planning work [electronic resource].

Online Video
Plans and elevations [electronic resource].

Online Video
The play project [electronic resource].

Online Video
Play to learn [electronic resource].
Online Video
Playground games, let's go, pocket money [electronic resource].

Online Video
Playing it safe [electronic resource].
[London] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Playing it too safe? [electronic resource].

Online Video
Plotting progress [electronic resource].

Online Video
PLTS [electronic resource].

Online Video
Podcasting [electronic resource].

Online Video
Podcasting [electronic resource].

Online Video
Poe-tree [electronic resource].

Online Video
Poetry in motion [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Online Video
Policing challenging behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Policing in schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Polio vaccine [electronic resource].

Online Video
Polish inclusion [electronic resource].

Online Video
Polygons [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pop down your local [electronic resource].

Online Video
Westport, CT : Rediscovery Productions, 2011.

Online Video
Positive design [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Positive relationships [electronic resource].

Online Video
producer & director, Stephen Minichiello.

**Online Video**

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Potions or poisons [electronic resource] / The History Channel.

**Online Video**
The poverty gap [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
The power of prayer [electronic resource] : how it can help to influence your healing / produced by Judy Honey.

**Online Video**
Power to the pupils [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Powers to control behaviour [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Practical and career issues [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Practical tips [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Practical tips [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Practically science [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Praise and preparation [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Praise, prompt, and leave [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.

**Online Video**
Precision or process [electronic resource] : KS3 science.

**Online Video**
Preparing for Antarctica [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Preparing for transfer [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Presentation skills [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Presenting the evidence [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
The president slept here [electronic resource] / produced and written by Andrew Ames.

**Online Video**
Pressure [electronic resource].
Online Video
Pressured into having sex [electronic resource].

Online Video
Obesity [electronic resource] / directed by Scott Preston.

Online Video
Preventing safety hazards [electronic resource].

Online Video
Preventing youth crime [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pride and prejudice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
Primary art [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary art [electronic resource] : through the hedge.

Online Video
Primary arts [electronic resource] : scrap art.

Online Video
Primary behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary citizenship [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary coaching and mentoring [electronic resource] : focused feedback.

Online Video
Primary CPD resources [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary creative arts [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary creativity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary creativity [electronic resource].
Online Video
Primary curriculum changes [electronic resource].

Online Video
The primary curriculum review [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary design and technology [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary English [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary English [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary English and maths [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary English [electronic resource] : speaking and listening activities.

Online Video

Online Video
Primary French [electronic resource] : bienvenue en Martinique!

Online Video
Primary geography [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Online Video
Primary geography [electronic resource] : on location.

Online Video

Online Video
Primary green resources [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary history [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary history [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Primary ICT kit [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Primary literacy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary literacy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary literacy [electronic resource].
Online Video
Primary literacy and art [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary literacy and drama [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary literacy [electronic resource] : planning different activities.

Online Video

Online Video
Primary making progress [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary maths [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Primary maths [electronic resource] : fractions.

Online Video
Primary maths [electronic resource] : odds and evens.

Online Video

Online Video
Primary MFL [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary MFL [electronic resource] : ready for 2010?

Online Video

Online Video
Primary numeracy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary outdoor environment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary PE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary poetry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary PSHE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary PSHE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary PSHE and art [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary PSHE/citizenship [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary pupil voice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary RE [electronic resource].
Online Video
Primary RE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary reading practice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary-school linking in Bradford [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary science [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary science [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Primary science [electronic resource] : materials activities.

Online Video
Primary science [electronic resource] : sound and hearing.

Online Video
Primary science [electronic resource] : working with resources.

Online Video
Primary/secondary transition [electronic resource].
[London] : Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, [20--?].

Online Video
Primary Shakespeare [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Primary Spanish [electronic resource] : bienvenido a Mexico!

Online Video

Online Video
Primary staying healthy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary talk and success criteria [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary voices 5 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Primary whole school inspections [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
The prime minister's global fellowship [electronic resource].

Online Video
Prison crowding [electronic resource] / Police Foundation ; directed by Joseph Camp ; producer, Susan Udelson.

Online Video
Prisons [electronic resource] / the History Channel ; A&E Television
Network.

**Online Video**
Private life v public role [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Private management, state school [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Probability [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Probation [electronic resource] / produced by the Police Foundation ; producer, Christopher Koch ; director W.P. Fowler.

**Online Video**
Problem-based learning [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Problem solving [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Problem-solving [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Problem-solving and other topics [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Problem-solving language [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Problem-solving with electricity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Problems with personnel [electronic resource].

Online Video
The process [electronic resource].

Online Video
Procurement [electronic resource].

Online Video
Professional catering [electronic resource].

Online Video
Professional development [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Profiting from school [electronic resource].

Online Video
Programme [electronic resource].

Online Video
Programme [electronic resource].

Online Video
Project crunch [electronic resource].

Online Video
Promoting your school [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
**Properties of fabrics [electronic resource] : the cross-country run.**

**Online Video**
**Property development, contracts and revenue generation [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Prospect Vale Primary School [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Prosthetics [electronic resource] / written and produced by Karen Shearer.**

**Online Video**
**Protecting children [electronic resource] : four true stories.**

**Online Video**
**Prunella Scales and Timothy West [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**PSHE through performing arts [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Pupil as teacher [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Pupil leaders [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Pupil led learning [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Pupil led sport [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Pupil teacher [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pupil teachers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pupil voice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pupil voice in special schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pupil worship committee [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pupils as researchers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pupils for a day [electronic resource].

Online Video
Puppet on a shoestring [electronic resource].

Online Video
Puppet play in India [electronic resource].

Online Video
Puppets [electronic resource].
Online Video
Pushing and pulling [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pushing and shoving [electronic resource].

Online Video
Pushing beyond the curriculum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Putting pupils into hospital [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
The queen of French grammar [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
A question of sport [electronic resource].

Online Video
Questions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Questions about light [electronic resource].

Online Video
Questions and answers [electronic resource].
Quick wins [electronic resource].

The quiet ones [electronic resource].

Quizzing the data [electronic resource].

Race and religion [electronic resource].

Race for survival [electronic resource].

Rachel Johnson [electronic resource].

Racial abuse [electronic resource].

Rage against society [electronic resource].

Raise your expectations [electronic resource].

Raising aspirations [electronic resource].

Raising attainment [electronic resource].
Online Video
Raising boys' achievement [electronic resource].

Online Video
Raising funds locally [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ralph Taberrer [electronic resource].

Online Video
Random drug testing [electronic resource].

Online Video
Random object starter [electronic resource].

Online Video
Random reading [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ratios and proportions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Raymond Briggs [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Reaching Ricky [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Reading recovery in schools [electronic resource].
Online Video
Reading, writing and role-play [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ready steady teach [electronic resource].

Online Video
A real alternative? [electronic resource].

Online Video
Real role models [electronic resource].

Online Video
Realistic fiction [electronic resource].

Online Video
Rebecca Wills [electronic resource].

Online Video
Recapping learning [electronic resource] : this is the news!

Online Video
Reception [electronic resource].

Online Video
Recipes for success [electronic resource].

Online Video
Recruiting a new head [electronic resource].

Online Video
Recruitment [electronic resource].
Online Video
Recruitment and retention [electronic resource].

Online Video
Redesigning the classroom [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Reflecting on outstanding teaching [electronic resource].

Online Video
Refugee arts [electronic resource].

Online Video
Refugee kids [electronic resource].

Online Video
Refugees in schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Refugees in the UK [electronic resource] : coming to Britain.

Online Video
Register [electronic resource].

Online Video
Registration! registration! [electronic resource].

Online Video
Rehabilitation of child soldiers in Sierra Leone [electronic resource].
Reid, Melanie, Director, Producer.

**In the name of my father [electronic resource] / by Melanie Reid.**

**Online Video**

**Relationships for learning [electronic resource] : effective feedback.**

**Online Video**

**Religion in schools [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Remembering names [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Removing barriers to learning [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Reporting to parents [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Resolving conflict [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Resources [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Resources [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**

**Resources [electronic resource] : integrated ICT.**

**Online Video**

**Resources [electronic resource] : using simple resources effectively.**

**Online Video**

**Responding to music [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Responding to poetry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Responsibility training [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.

Online Video
Restitution and community service [electronic resource] / produced by the Police Foundation.

Online Video
Restorative justice in action [electronic resource].

Online Video
Restorative justice in schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
The results [electronic resource].

Online Video
Results day [electronic resource].

Online Video
Retention [electronic resource].

Online Video
Retsbo, Ole, Director, Producer.
Man of honour [electronic resource] / directed by Ole Retsbo and produced by Morten Beiter and Ole Retsbo.
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2006.

Online Video
Return of the mummy [electronic resource].
**Reuniting families in Sierra Leone [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
Review [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
The review and planning meeting [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
The reviewee's guide [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Revised Ofsted inspection framework [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Rewarding teamwork [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Rewards [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Rhythm bingo [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Richard and Amy (KS4) [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Richard Dawkins - talking education [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Richard Eyre [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Richard III at Denbigh High [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
Rick Stein [electronic resource].

Online Video
Rights and responsibilities [electronic resource].

Online Video
Ringmer Community College [electronic resource] : saving the planet and the purse.

Online Video
The road ahead [electronic resource].

Online Video
Road safety [electronic resource].

Online Video
Road safety week [electronic resource].

Online Video
Roald Dahl [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Robert, year 8 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Robot challenge [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video
The role of SEAL [electronic resource].

Online Video
The role of talk [electronic resource].

Online Video
The role of the AST [electronic resource] : primary.

Online Video
Role play [electronic resource] : setting up and planning.

Online Video
Roleplay [electronic resource].

Online Video
Roll-over leases [electronic resource].

Online Video
Roman dig [electronic resource].

Online Video
Root of all evil [electronic resource] / A&E Television Networks ; History.

Online Video
Rosa Parks [electronic resource] : the path to freedom / Kingberry Productions in association with WDIV-TV ; produced by Patrick Maday ; written by Emery C. King, Patrick Maday.
New York : Filmmakers Library, [1996?].

Online Video
The rouge [electronic resource] : the factory and the workers / by Kingberry Productions in Association with WDIV-TV.

Online Video
Royle, David, Director, Producer.
The showdown [electronic resource] / produced and directed by David Royle.

Online Video
Ruff behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Rules of the game [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Rumble in the jungle [electronic resource].

Online Video
Running discussions in a KS2 class [electronic resource].

Online Video
Running for cover [electronic resource].

Online Video
Running the department [electronic resource].

Online Video
Rural challenges [electronic resource].

Online Video
Rushey Mead School [electronic resource].
Online Video
**Russian avant garde [electronic resource] / by Alexander Krivonos.**
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 1999.

Online Video
**Ruth Padel [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Sabbath [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Sacrifice and Islam [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Sacrifice and Sikhism [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Safe school trips [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Safeguarding children [electronic resource] : your responsibilities.**

Online Video
**Safeguarding vulnerable children [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Safer pupils [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Safer schools [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Safer staff [electronic resource].**

Online Video
**Safety in numbers [electronic resource].**

Online Video
Saffa, Joan.

Online Video
Saintly site managers [electronic resource].

Online Video
Sales and profit [electronic resource].

Online Video
Salford Museum and Art Gallery [electronic resource].

Online Video
Sally Gardner [electronic resource].

Online Video
Salma Ali [electronic resource].

Online Video
Salma Ali literacy lesson [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
San Francisco earthquake and fire, April 18, 1906 [electronic resource].
San Francisco : [s.n.], [1906?].

Online Video
Sanction and support [electronic resource].
Sanctions [electronic resource].

Online Video
Santé [electronic resource].

Online Video
Saving time with ICT [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Sawtry approach [electronic resource].

Online Video
Say, see, do teaching [electronic resource] / by Fred Jones.

Online Video
Say your piece [electronic resource].

Online Video
Sayers, Jane, director, Director.
The jawbone mystery [electronic resource] / Hosted by Dr. Richard Shepard.

Online Video
Sayers, Jane, director, Director.
The morphine murderer [electronic resource] / Hosted by Dr. Richard Shepard.

Online Video
Sayers, Jane, director, Director.
The scent of evil [electronic resource] / Hosted by Dr. Richard Shepard.

Online Video
Sayers, Jane, director, Director.
The sex of the skeleton [electronic resource] / Hosted by Dr. Richard Shepard.
Online Video
Sayers, Jane, director, Director.
The silent witnesses [electronic resource] / Hosted by Dr. Richard Shepard.

Online Video
Sayers, Jane, director, Director.

Online Video
Scanning for security [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Scary Guy [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Scary Guy does parents [electronic resource].

Online Video
The Scary Guy does primary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Scenes in San Francisco. No. 2 [electronic resource].

Online Video
Schillinger, Ted, Director.

Online Video
School affair [electronic resource].

Online Video
School behind bars [electronic resource].

Online Video
The school bursar [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
**School food rap [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**School improvement [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**School improvement [electronic resource] : a perfect Ofsted.**

**Online Video**
**School improvement plans [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**The school is alive [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**School life [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**School placements [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**School rules OK [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**School to school [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Schoolyard humour for comic relief [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Science [electronic resource].**
Online Video
Science [electronic resource].

Online Video
Science [electronic resource].

Online Video
Science [electronic resource].

Online Video
Science ambassadors [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
The science behind the experiment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Science gets fruity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Science in your local area [electronic resource].

Online Video
Science labs of the future [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Science stories [electronic resource].
Science teachers in the freezer [electronic resource].

Scrapping the timetable at Hook [electronic resource].

Scrapyard [electronic resource].

Sculpture valley [electronic resource].

Search and seizure [electronic resource].


Sears Tower [electronic resource].

Seaside [electronic resource].

Seating plan [electronic resource].

The second age ... 5-10 [electronic resource].

Second chance [electronic resource].
Online Video
Secondary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary art [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary art and science [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary behaviour [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary business studies [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary CPD resources [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary creative arts [electronic resource].
Secondary creativity [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary curriculum changes [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary curriculum leadership [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary D&T [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary design and technology [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary English and media [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary English [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary English and maths [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary English [electronic resource] : decoding and writing reviews.

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary geography using ICT [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
**Secondary green resources [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary history [electronic resource] : local history.**

**Online Video**
**Secondary homework [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary humanities [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary humanities [electronic resource] : colonial history.**

**Online Video**
**Secondary ICT [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary ICT kit [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary learning outside the classroom [electronic resource] : from farm to fork.**

**Online Video**
**Secondary making progress [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary maths [electronic resource].**

**Online Video**
**Secondary maths [electronic resource] : how many peas fill the classroom?**
Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary maths using ICT [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary MFL [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary MFL [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary modern foreign languages [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary modern foreign languages using ICT [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary music [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary outdoor environment [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video
Secondary PE and PSHE [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary poetry [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary PSHE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary PSHE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary PSHE and citizenship [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary RE [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary reading practice [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary science [electronic resource].
Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Secondary Shakespeare [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary staying healthy [electronic resource].

Online Video
Secondary support staff [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Securing schools [electronic resource].

Online Video
Seeds of change [electronic resource].

Online Video
Seeing in the dark [electronic resource].
Online Video
Seeking asylum [electronic resource].

Online Video
Seized by the law [electronic resource] / produced by Bill Kurtis.

Online Video
The select committee and the £45 billion question [electronic resource].

Online Video
Selection [electronic resource].

Online Video
Self assessment [electronic resource] : pitching it!

Online Video
Self-esteem [electronic resource].

Online Video
Self-harm [electronic resource].

Online Video
Selflessness, charity, stealing [electronic resource] : and more.

Online Video
Selling yourself [electronic resource].

Online Video
SEN pupils in transition [electronic resource].

Online Video
SENCOs [electronic resource].
Online Video
A sense of hope [electronic resource].

Online Video
The session [electronic resource].

Online Video
Setting targets [electronic resource].

Online Video
Sex, money, murder [electronic resource].

Online Video
Sherwood, Mandy, Director.

Online Video
Sherwood, Mandy, Director.
Life inside [electronic resource] / directed by Mandy Sherwood and produced by Deborah Dudgeon.

Online Video
Sherwood, Mandy, Director.
Mad or bad? [electronic resource] / directed by Mandy Sherwood.

Online Video
Sherwood, Mandy, Director.
Talk to me [electronic resource] / directed by Mandy Sherwood.

Online Video
Sherwood, Mandy, Director.
To catch a killer [electronic resource] / directed by Mandy Sherwood.

Online Video
Sherwood, Mandy, Director.
You do not have to say anything [electronic resource] / directed by Mandy Sherwood.

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Silent slaughter [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Sin city [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Singapore [electronic resource] : the wired city / BBC Education & Training ; executive producer, Alex Graham ; director, David Stewart ; BBC.

**Online Video**
Singer, Leó, director, Director, Producer.
The cell [electronic resource] / by Leo Singer.

**Online Video**
Skinhead assault [electronic resource].

**Online Video**
Snitch slaughter [electronic resource].

Online Video
A soldier's secret [electronic resource] / A&E Home Video ; produced by Hugo Soskin, Mario Tharpe ; hosted by Bill Kurtis.

Online Video

Online Video
Solomon, Lin, Director.

Online Video

Online Video
The speakeasy [electronic resource] / written and produced by David Rajter.

Online Video
Spiritual caregiving [electronic resource] : finding truth and meaning / Aquarius Health Care Videos ; Wiland Bell Productions.

Online Video

Online Video
Springboard to literacy [electronic resource] : integrating picture books with art and cooking / produced and directed by Nancy Battista Morgan ; written by Jo Pomeroy.

Online Video
Spy technology [electronic resource] / produced by Actuality Productions, Inc. ; A&E Television Networks ; written and produced by
Deborah Blum; produced by Bruce Nash.

**Online Video**
SS Great Britain, virtual tour [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Stanford White [electronic resource] / produced by Greystone Communications, Inc. for the Biography Channel ; produced and written by Margaret Haddad.

**Online Video**
Stenros, Nina, Director.

**Online Video**
New York, NY: A&E Television Networks, [199-?].

**Online Video**
Street law [electronic resource].

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Online Video
The surrogate scam (rugemodre) [electronic resource].
Copenhagen, Denmark : Danish Broadcasting Corporation, 2008.

Online Video
Talk to me [electronic resource] : hostage negotiators of the NYPD / by David Houts.

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
Teenagers under the gun [electronic resource] / producer, Eric Salzman ; writer, Caroline Sommers.

Online Video
Tell me where it hurts [electronic resource] : a new way to look at ordinary aches and pains / produced by Gary Nenner.

Online Video
The tell tale twist [electronic resource] / a JUST Television production for UK TV ; produced in association with Take Two TV Partnerships ; directors, Jane Sayers, Steve Rankin ; executive producer, Steve Phelps ; series producer, Tim Pritchard ; producer, Louise Mason.

Online Video
The terrible transformation [electronic resource].

Online Video
Online Video
This is Fort Monmouth [electronic resource] / by Stuart Queen.

Online Video
Thomas, Stephen, director, Director.

Online Video

Online Video
Santa Monica, Calif. : Direct Cinema Ltd., [2008].

Online Video
To torture or to kill? [electronic resource].

Online Video
Toddlers [electronic resource] / Learning Seed.

Online Video
Transitions through the perimenopausal years [electronic resource] / produced and directed by Sherry Lepage and Manu Ronse.

Online Video

Online Video
Trial by television [electronic resource] / produced by Broadcast News Networks in association with Arts & Entertainment Network ; Kurtis Productions ; senior producers, Beth E. Tornatore, Barry Stoner ; executive producer for investigative reports, Bill Kurtis ; writer/
producer, Bob Harris.

Online Video
Trinity of blood [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Turning the tide [electronic resource] / by Ben Loeterman, narrated by Graham Greene.

Online Video

Online Video

Online Video
(Unidentified Staples & Charles. No. 1, San Francisco after the earthquake and fire of 1906) [electronic resource].
[San Francisco] : [s.n.], [1906?].

Online Video
Unintended consequences [electronic resource] / by Ben Loeterman, narrated by Graham Greene.

Online Video
United newsreels [electronic resource].

Online Video
United States savings bonds and stamps public service announcement featuring Bugs Bunny [electronic resource].
Online Video
[S.l.] : [s.n.] , [1976?].

Online Video
Universal newsreels [electronic resource].

Online Video
Unlikely allies [electronic resource] / by Ben Loeterman, narrated by Graham Greene.

Online Video
Urban ops [electronic resource] / by Peter Woodward.

Online Video
The vanishing oath [electronic resource] / story, Ryan Flesher ; directed by Ryan Flesher ; produced by Nancy Pando, Randy Flesher.

Online Video
Uno veintecinco [electronic resource].

Online Video
Verklan, Laura M, Director, Producer.

Online Video
Victims [electronic resource].

Online Video

Online Video
Victorian reborn [electronic resource].

Online Video

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Walters, Thomas, 1956- Director.

**Online Video**
Wayne, Matt.
*Aligning standards, curriculum and assessment [electronic resource] : the fishbowl - using action research to achieve standards and improve class discussions / by Matt Wayne.*

**Online Video**
Weaver, Gannon, Director.
*Keeping faith [electronic resource] / directed by Patrick Sheehan & Gannon Weaver.*

**Online Video**
Weber, Michael, 1958- Director, Producer.

**Online Video**

**Online Video**
Welcome to homicide [electronic resource] / produced by Base Productions for A&E Network ; executive producers, John Brenkus and Mickey Stern ; series producers, Julie Lei and Peter Zasuly.

**Online Video**
Online Video
What works [electronic resource] / produced by the Police Foundation ;
producer, Christopher Koch ; director W.P. Fowler.

Online Video
Where did I put my memory? [electronic resource] / produced by Morag
Loves Company & Josh Freed Inc. in association with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation ; produced by Barbara Doran ; written &
directed by Josh Freed.

Online Video
Harrington Park : Janson Media, [2003].

Online Video

Online Video
Harrington Park : Janson Media, 2006.

Online Video
Year in the life of an NQT [electronic resource].

Online Video
Young Arabs [electronic resource] / by Michael Graziano and E. Joong-Eun Park.

Online Video
Zucker, Adam.